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AstraZeneca Pulls COVID Vaccine After Admitting Rare Side Effect

BY TYLER DURDEN WEDNESDAY, MAY 08, 2024 - 11:55 AM
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In yet another damning development for the 'safe and effective' crowd, AstraZeneca has announced the worldwide
withdrawal of its Oxford-AstraZeneca vaccine, branded as Vaxzevria, due to a rare but serious side effect. This decision
marks the end of the vaccine once hailed as a "triumph for British science" by Boris Johnson and credited with saving
over six million lives, The Telegraph reports.

 The vaccine has been credited with saving millions of lives Credit: GETTY
IMAGES EUROPE/MATTHEW HORWOOD

The pharmaceutical giant voluntarily withdrew its "marketing authorization" in the European Union earlier this week,
with similar actions expected soon in the UK and other approving countries. The move, described by the company as
driven by "commercial reasons," coincides with the availability of newer vaccines designed to combat emerging variants.

That said, the timing of the withdrawal follows months of intense scrutiny over a rare side effect. In a recent High
Court document, the company admitted that Vaxzevria could, in very rare instances, cause Thrombosis with
Thrombocytopenia Syndrome (TTS), which has been linked to at least 81 deaths in the UK. Despite these admissions,
AstraZeneca maintains that the decision to pull the vaccine is unrelated to the ongoing legal challenges or its potential side
effects.

"We are incredibly proud of the role Vaxzevria played in ending the global pandemic. According to independent estimates,
over 6.5 million lives were saved in the first year of use alone and over three billion doses were supplied globally," the
company said in a statement. "Our efforts have been recognised by governments around the world and are widely regarded
as being a critical component of ending the global pandemic."

The European Medicines Agency has begun the process to formally withdraw the vaccine, reflecting an expected
move away from monovalent vaccines, which target only the original COVID-19 strain. Marco Cavaleri, head of vaccines at
the agency, emphasized that this is a standard procedure for vaccines that are no longer in use.

Legal experts and victims, however, see the withdrawal as a vindication of their long-held concerns over the
vaccine's safety. "To those who we represent, all of whom have suffered bereavement or serious injury as a result of the
AstraZeneca vaccine, this decision to withdraw marketing authorisation, ending the usage of the AstraZeneca vaccine in the
EU, will be welcomed," said Sarah Moore, a partner at Leigh Day, the law firm representing many of the claimants.

"It will be seen as a decision linked with AstraZeneca’s recent admission that the vaccine can cause TTS, and the fact that
regulators across the world suspended or stopped usage of the vaccine following concerns regarding TTS."

Victims and their families have reported a range of severe reactions, from fatal thrombosis to lasting disabilities,
sparking a debate over the adequacy of vaccine safety monitoring and compensation for vaccine injuries.

Kate Scott, whose husband suffered a permanent brain injury after receiving the vaccine, expressed mixed feelings:
"AstraZeneca’s Covid vaccine no longer being used in the UK or Europe, and soon the rest of the world, means no one else
will suffer from this awful adverse reaction," she said. "They say it is for commercial reasons, but maybe it’s because it
can no longer be seen as being within the acceptable safety parameters, with 445 confirmed cases of VITT, 81 of
these fatal in the UK alone."

Mr Scott, pictured with his wife, wishes the vaccine had been withdrawn much
earlier Credit: ANDREW FOX via The Telegraph

The government's vaccine damage payment scheme has been criticized for not providing sufficient compensation,
prompting calls for reform. "This is an important regulatory step, but still our clients remain without fair compensation.
We will continue to fight for the compensation our clients need and campaign for reform of the vaccine damage payment
scheme.," Moore added.
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So it doesn't prevent COVID and it kills people but it's definitely safe and effective.
HarryBallsack
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And it's free!
MaF
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Paid for by the government--ergo, it's...free!

Yay!

Icarus Flu
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there is such a thing as a free meal

it just tastes like shit

globoid
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Food is technically speaking the only thing you can find free.

Growing on plants and trees.

As for high speed bullet train railways, they've gone extinct in Californian deserts.

TheUnderdog
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6 million seems a little (a lot!) high. 
cuzcali
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The experimental vaccine is dead, long live the experimental vaccine.. ching ching.
Gargolic
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Looking at the numbers in that chart, most deaths were in the age group that were
99.999+% likely to survive a CV19 infection.

Oh, the irony.

Bacon's Rebellion
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Saved 6 million?

Trumps vax saved 100 million lives!

Ummmm....did Trump just admit that FAUCI was the voice of reason....FAUCI told him it
would take a "long time, probably never" to produce a "safe and effective" vaccine? Yeah,
he did just admit that... 

Bacon's Rebellion

“I think very importantly there are some people who say my great
achievement was getting the vaccine.

Because the vaccine was said to take 3-5 years and most people
said it wasn’t going to happen. And whether it is Dr Fauci or
anyone else, they all thought it was going to take a long time.

And we had a possibility of having a 1917 Spanish Flu result where
perhaps a hundred million people would die.

And the vaccine saved them. 
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6 million seems a little (a lot!) high.

They calculate these "we saved x million people" using the same flawed modeling they
used to predict how many people would die of COVID.  They just subtract the number of
people who actually died from the number of people their modeling said should die, and
then take credit for the difference as being their vaccines.    Everything about the number
supposedly saved is an assumption which has been proven to have been wrong.  The death
count predicted by the models was not even close to reality before the vaccines even came
on the market but they don't care about those details.

SafeAndEffective
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A nice side effect of "Thrombosis with Thrombocytopenia Syndrome (TTS)" you say?

Welp, it's not called the Clot Shot fo' nuffin'!

MagicHandPuppet
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10 Billion lives saved

Thank you Orange Jesus

TokyoJoe2
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@Bacon

Trump is only as smart as his advisors.  And his advisors played into his egotistic
personality and he bought it, hook, line and sinker.

@SafeAndEffective

Actually, " saving over six million " was calculated by using a multiple of 3 (i.e. 33, 666). 
Satan's Chosen gotta get the 6 in there somewhere.

SamAdams
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Yeah, she knows she's a Leftist, Progressive, authoritarian kahunt that likely encouraged,
her now braid dead, husband to "get vaccinated"....but so are all her friends...what other
option is there...join the "anti-vax" crowd...no thanks, she'd rather kill her husband.

Oh, AND YOU KNOW, she'd be 100% on board with the government dragging us out of
houses to force "vaccinate" in our driveways if that was the "consensus" spouted on BBC.

Bacon's Rebellion

Kate Scott, whose husband suffered a permanent brain injury after
receiving the vaccine, expressed mixed feelings:
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@Sam

BAHULL SHAHIT!

Everyone here knew it, millions knew it...but not Trump?

Trumps EGO wanted to save a billion lives with a miracle vaccine...Trump wanted to go into
the history books as the guy that saved a billion lives with his "vaccine"...and no one was
going to stop him!

Bacon's Rebellion

Trump is only as smart as his advisors.  And his advisors played into
his egotistic personality and he bought it, hook, line and sinker
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WHO be like: 

95% protection

70% protection 

50% protection

No protection, but reduces spread

Doesn’t reduce spread, but reduces severity

Doesn’t reduce severity, but reduces hospitalizations 

Doesn’t reduce hospitalizations, but you aren’t going to die

You die, but you go to heaven

 

Carry on

SlowBro
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That's what real food eats
wahrheit
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@Bacon

Yes, that's a good summary of what I wrote.  Trump wants to be the man, and if his advisors
tell him this is going to save a billion lives and you will be the hero, then guess what?  

I suspect they left out the part where Darpa had NIH and CDC were working on this bio-
weapon for years.  Know what I mean?

SamAdams
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@Sam

So, you're saying Trump is a childish moron that needs "advisors" to tell him what to do;
and he'll do anything they say if it feeds his ego?

Yeah, Ok, I agree.

Bacon's Rebellion
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@bacon

Correct.  The next Trump admin will only be as good as his advisors.

SamAdams
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My mom had just gotten free from a very mild form of breast cancer when she took the VAX
(pfizer) back in 2021.  She died in June of 2023 of bone cancer after having, not 1, not 2 but
3 vaxes.  I swore that I would NEVER take that shit.  What saved me was that I found an
onion/torrent site that had fake vax card printouts on it in (.pdf format) and made 2 of them
out of card stock from Hobby Lobby.  These were for both me and my wife (so we could
keep our jobs).  I am SO frigging glad I never took it.

logotherapy
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The synthetic mRNA carried on lipid nanoparticles transports it to vital organs via the
endothelium and appears to be resistant to breakdown by human ribonucleases.
Subsequently, the product is long-lasting and produces the protein product of interest for a
considerable time period... That is a BIG problem when the protein is the pathogenic SARS-
CoV-2 Spike that crosses the blood-brain barrier.

AstraZeneca and J&J are adenoviral vector DNA technology. Pfizer and Moderna are
synthetic mRNA technology. Think human GMO’s, ALL are gene therapies coding the body to
make spike protein, the lethal part of the virus. It’s produced for an uncontrolled amount of
time and uncontrolled quantity. The lipid nanoparticle hydrogel (LNP) transports it to vital
organs via the endothelium. The blood clots forming contain spike proteins and are folding in,
making amyloid structures. Like prions in Mad Cow disease.

Tick Tock

B Free
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5g will switch it on....
Htos1
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What is Astra in Sanskrit?

An astra (Sanskrit: अस्त्र) is a supernatural weapon in Hindu mythology. It is presided over
by a specific deity and imbued with spiritual and occult powers that causes its effects.

.

No tests, no masks, no vaxx's and no death camps.

BLOTTO
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Tin foil Hats have saved more lives than any freakin fkin mask

.

Tin Foil Hats > Any Mask

BLOTTO
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aren’t they ignoring the real side effects of broad-spectrum, cardiovascular disease and
turbo cancers?

This isn’t a vaccine, it’s death by lethal injection in slow motion.

people are going to eventually find out that they have been the victims of one of the largest
biological weapons attacks in human history, that was used for a daemonic population
control agenda, hatched by a nasty little tribe of people who orchestrated it all, to
preemptively attack those they consider little more than cattle, to distract from their
genocidal campaigns of colonization and conquest, to take more land from their neighbors.

it’s a real small club, and 98% of us are not in it and they want us dead.

people will eventually rise up and fight back against these demons, and nobody’s going to
miss them when they are gone.

https://twitter.com/ivan_8848/status/1711670797796872193

 

meatpopsicle2323
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we are all victims of the largest biological attack in human history.

 

 

 

meatpopsicle2323
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Covid 19 (and its deadly vax) is a continuation of the Zio-Satanic 9/11 terror project.

Meanings of 9 and 1in Satanism

 

pidooloo
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First they redefined pandemic.

Then they redefined vaccine.

Now they're redefining "rare".

nostops4me
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Indeedy:

https://www.bitchute.com/video/RSv3w4dQMlNS/

Learn about blood clotting in 10 minutes flat.

pachadwick
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Soooooo…mad human disease>?
Chevrus
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If gay males start eating other males. Would this solve another problem 

😅

?
Jackalope02
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There is no such thing as a safe or effective vaccine.
Rack the Gypper
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New-onset and relapsed liver diseases following COVID-19 vaccination: a systematic
review

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC9559550/

 

Batch-dependent safety of the BNT162b2 mRNA COVID- 19 vaccine

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/eci.13998?d=

keeper20
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Remember this:

The protected need to be
protected from the unprotected
by forcing the unprotected to
use the protection that didn't
protect the protected.

 

MazeMerized
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It's hardly surprising to see AstraZeneca pulling their vaccine due to side effects. This just
goes to show how the rush to roll out these vaccines compromised safety. Big Pharma's
influence over our health policies is alarming, and it's clear that financial gains trump public
well-being. We need a serious reassessment of how these vaccines are approved and
monitored. The federal government's push for mass vaccination without proper scrutiny is yet
another example of overreach into our personal health decisions.

Broken Record
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PREMIUM 2 days ago

Your death is free but if you want to live it costs you!

Colorado Cowboy
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As they (wisely) ay: If it's free, you're the product.

"saving over six million lives" (there's that number again)

What they don't say is that it injured and killed easily the same number - but getting a doctor to
register a vax death/injury got you put into the anti-vaxer camp (where I am glad I didn't stray from).

People seeking "compensation" should have maybe listened to those tin-foil hat granny killers - the
poisons were EUA and so freed from liability. Compensation will come from the government whose
wheels turn slowly and whose coffers are financed from the inflation/fiat printer and the whit tax-
mule's taxes.

Model-M
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Maybe they should put all their shoes in a pile and shout never again
Snotweasel
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The pile would be too big if you counted in the excess deaths caused by the shot too, then
theres the died suddenly on pitches, the turbo cancers, the bells palsy sufferers etc etc etc,
this sheet is far from over and its not only Astra Zenica but every 'vaccine' (((they))) unleashed.

Fornicateu2
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Bill Gates Admits the Shots Contain Nanotech…

https://rumble.com/v4tphnt-bill-gates-admits-the-shots-contain-nanotech.html

B Free
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1/5/10 year graphs will follow a standard "S" curve seen all over science and research.
We're coming up to five years, expect a "second stage" acceleration to break lower earth
orbit....

Htos1
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now at ZH: Log In With Google

anyone else notice?

sign out, then sign back in

I guess CC payments by pentium users wasn't enough tracking for whoever pays the hosting
bills

reddy kilowatt

As they (wisely) say: If it's free, you're the product.
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Excess Mortality recedes, but remains above normal:

https://insurancenewsnet.com/innarticle/excess-mortality-recedes-but-remains-above-normal

Keep in mind that a 10% increase is statistically equivalent to a 200 year flood. 

B Free
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10% annually for 7.2 years = half the population gone ((poof))

what is the rule of 72?
 

keeper20
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I don't believe the graph. IDK either.
The baseline should not change. It's a "happy" chart instead of a serious count.

I'm biased, lost another friend last month.

BrownCoat
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Makes me wonder if they use a Google plug in on the site so that Google gets to collect all
emails.

GreatUncle
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Worry about something useful. Yes, you are tracked. If you don't like it, stop using the
Internet and mobile devices. gg

BrownCoat
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We will continue to fight for the compensation our clients need and campaign for reform of the
vaccine damage payment scheme.," Moore added.

 

Get rid of this system ... all compensation should come only from company profits not the
taxpayer funded injury scheme. That way companies make safe products or they get sued into
oblivion.

GreatUncle
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That's not how ((they)) work. The tax slaves pay for all ((their)) schemes.
BrownCoat
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Nope, tax payers paid
darkoss
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THE GREAT SETUP with Dr. David Martin:

https://rumble.com/v4tmooe-the-great-setup-with-dr.-david-martin.html

B Free
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i wonder if dr. martin recognizes that the wuhan "virus" and its computer model "sequence"
specification were engineered and released to facilitate the injection project, not vice versa.

that fact needs to be exposed and published.

having watched the vid, i think dr david martin gets it clearly.

THE GREAT SETUP with Dr. David Martin:

https://rumble.com/v4tmooe-the-great-setup-with-dr.-david-martin.html

keeper20
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I wonder why it's free?
homeskillet
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Not just free man, they gave me a burger token!
Irq1
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Free with a cheese burger and fries in NYC.
2willies
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To think millions of people were literally willing to be poisoned for a free cheese burger or slice of
pizza .

2willies
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Safe from legal suits and effective in reducing the Social Security payout population...
CriticalDfence9
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I think you're onto something here...
Icarus Flu
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If only we would have known.
HarryBallsack
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If only...
Icarus Flu
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PREMIUM 3 days ago

But luckily, as soon as there was a sign it might be affecting a tiny few people, we removed
it. Cos we care. 

chiswickcat
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If you knew you had to lose your job(s)  to stand against them. 
Dash8
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I almost lost my job.  If it wasn't for the fact I'm 6'5", 275, loud, and threaten with a jewish
lawyer I probably would have lost my job.  Still never took that BS clot shot.

LongTimeReaderFirstTimePoster
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LTRFTP,

Aren’t you worried about getting COVID?

🤣🤣🤣

MANvsMACHINE
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“Scarf Lady” Dr. Deborah Birx Now Says Thousands of Americans Could Be Vaccine Injured
by the COVID Shot (VIDEO)

Dr. Deborah Birx, the former White House coronavirus response coordinator who
destroyed the country along with Dr. Anthony Fauci, suggested that thousands of
Americans could be suffering from vaccine-related injuries due to the
experimental COVID-19 shots.

“They were very effective for what they were supposed to be used for, which was
preventing severe disease and hospitalization or deaths. That’s what the
vaccines were studied to do in this country, and that’s what they did,” Birx
answered.
This is a blatant lie. The COVID-19 vaccines were initially presented to the public
as a way to provide immunity and stop the spread of the virus. However, as
vaccinated individuals continued to contract COVID-19, it became apparent that
the vaccines weren’t producing immunity as expected.

 Source: thegatewaypundit.com

Yikes Stripes
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I think he's on something.
DogFleas
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Medicare. SS is almost affordable.

HansSachs
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i suppose that is sort of true; however, illegal invaders will get SS disability so there's that!
darkoss
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Don't worry it was only the British one that fkd people.... The Yankee versions are absolutely fine.

 

iigg11
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So glad I got the murderner - dodged a bullet there

/s

 

 

TokyoJoe2
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For sure the acknowledged deaths are a tiny fraction of actual. But when you don’t/ won’t look, you
don’t find.

chiswickcat
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My uncle took this Oxford version. RIP. Stroke a few weeks later. Was in hospital for the stroke and
while there had another massive fatal one. My aunty still insists on getting boosted. I told them before
they took any, not to. But their God of truth is the BBC. 

chiswickcat
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Darwin.  So be careful.
Imaverb
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Yeah I feel for the elderly in my street, quite a few had heart attacks very soon after the jabs my next
door neighbour too and her fool of a husband has had covid four times now and keeps telling me
when he's due the next booster, I just don't get it.

I've been multiple vaxxed during a sea career but refused this poison, yet these folk have probably
had nothing but the flu shot throughout their lives yet they believe this vax which doesn't protect
them from anything is what keeps them out of hospital when they catch it.

Fornicateu2
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Chiswickcat identified it accurately. The TV, repeatedly, told them to do it and brainwashed them
by endlessly repeating "safe and effective". Some people are really that simple so, that's all it
takes.

The electronic box in our homes that talks at us is KING of all "knowledge"!

No_Pretzel_Logic
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As Nixon said, “They will believe it if it’s on tv” 

chiswickcat
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It’s called “Programming” for a reason. The “Tell-A-Vision” is an effective tool for brainwashing
the masses. 

B Free
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It's da TaImud Vision.
No-Go zone
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Its affected their brains, explained below:

https://www.bitchute.com/video/HiBAiWg8Q0cl/

pachadwick
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My niece took the AZ when studying in the UK.  She's now 26 years old and her health is ruined. 
Her entire body turned bright red with rashes.  She can hardly walk.  It's heart breaking. 

Pfizer killed my mother

I want justice and I want the people responsible hung from lamp posts.

 

blueseas
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Who do you expect to do that for you?
SMSpiff
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Re convened Nuremberg trials
blueseas





12 Reply

3 days ago

Sorry to read about the health issues. I doubt anything will be done to those who forced people
to take shots by threatening their livelihood. Administration in a hospital in Maine fired all nurses
who refused the shot. Now they have a huge nursing shortage. The administration is begging
these fired nurses to come back. Give me a 100K tax free sign on bonus and sure, I would come
back. 

darkoss





3 Reply

3 days ago

To nurse who?

Since they pushed and mandated the vaxx without a care and it does seem highly like for a
population cull to usher in the CBDC.

F@ck going to hospital again, safer to not go and I would rather burn those places to the
ground.

The healthcare system for primarily the vaxxed and no part of any tax I pay should be used for
it.

GreatUncle





3 Reply

3 days ago

Only if every pro-vax administrator was FIRED first. Only then, maybe. 
NobodyUknow





2 Reply

2 days ago

The same thing happened to me and my bf. I retired 3 years early (forced), and he found
another job. He’s also in a class action lawsuit with my former coworkers. 
One of my coworkers is married to an outstanding firefighter/paramedic, who’s saved
countless lives…FIRED. It’s absolutely despicable!

This cannot go on!

WalkingLibertyGirl





7 Reply

3 days ago

My mother, in good health, collapsed and died 20 hours after her 2nd shot.   Another heart-
related death . . . . but everyone told me . . . "just an unfortunate coincidence".     

hyperinflationdan





4 Reply

3 days ago

All these my <insert relative or friend here> got the jabzine and died - getting tired of it

Think about the dividends

TokyoJoe2





6 Reply

3 days ago

Safe - The manufacturers of the poison are safe from prosecution.

Effective - Makes profits for the company, every time

BunkerHunt





4 Reply

3 days ago

Luckily for the manufacturers my family did not take the poison; else, these criminals would not
have been safe from my prosecution.

Ozarkian





3 Reply

2 days ago

Believe me…that IS coming! Too many are not yet awake, unfortunately. I was awake 4 years
ago. I get my information from God/INTUITION. I think many of you do!

WalkingLibertyGirl





3 Reply

3 days ago

If you die or are injured you may receive up to a $15,000 compensation payment for damages from the
Australian government. If you prove it was due to the Covid "vaccine".

 

I hope they get a better offer in other countries. 

.o0o.





2 Reply

3 days ago

"If you prove..." good luck with that.
darkoss





1 Reply

3 days ago

but if they kill you before COVID then its a success. 

rjk0279

So it doesn't prevent COVID and it kills people





2 Reply

3 days ago

There’s that number again.    

Darthpoop

and credited with saving over six million lives,





1 Reply

3 days ago

It's attempted murder on a daily basis.
KickIce





2 Reply

3 days ago

Well, at least the government didn't force anyone to take it.

That would have been a crime against humanity.

MoneyMonkey





1 Reply

3 days ago

Safe and effective for the vaxx creators and the monsters that administer it...
KashNCarry





1 Reply

2 days ago

Since they redefined "vaccine", they also redefined "rare side effect", they just haven't told everyone
about it. 

The new definition of "rare side effect" is: You're all going to die.

Frito





91 Reply

3 days ago

Thrombosis?...Blood clots in your heart? 
Where's all the fuckwits that called me a "racist misogynist killing grandma" for not taking the jab?

northern vigor





41 Reply

3 days ago

Yes, where IS DogPox???
CriticalDfence9





57 Reply

3 days ago

He apparently died and became Dog Fleas.

The circle of Lice.

Icarus Flu





13 2 Reply

3 days ago

Circle of Lice... heh heh
liberty2day





5 Reply

3 days ago

Dogspurt -> DogPox -> DogFleas.

He's down to -8900 on his third account. 

DumpsterFire74





3 days ago

I was thinking of that jerk
northern vigor



9 Reply



3 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

there were few of them pumping vaxx and covid narative here, one of them is that dog shit.
Billy Python





15 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

"Where IS DogPox???"

He finally got a job.

FUKK OFF





14 Reply

3 days ago

He's giving b jobs in hell
northern vigor





7 Reply

3 days ago

He's giving monkeypox jabs in hell.
JMRPete





5 Reply

3 days ago

Tough times, he is blowing tricks behind Walmart
cookiesanyone





3 Reply

3 days ago

Distemper is a side effect.
Sergio1





12 Reply

3 days ago

He's probably a British MP the amount of time he spends on here, nobody has as much leisure time
as those lying dogshits.

Fornicateu2





6 Reply

3 days ago

there are lots of trolls on ZH that are government workers....on government time on government
computer screens. Dog fncking it. Likely where he picked his account names.

northern vigor





7 1 Reply

3 days ago

Grandma?  

I always pictured you differently.

Chargly





7 Reply

3 days ago

lol, I suppose I should have used better grammar...ok..."misogynist racist, grandma killer"
northern vigor





14 Reply

3 days ago

My favorite things are eating out my friends and not using commas.
Honey Badger





4 Reply

3 days ago

All of us were discriminated against for refusing the shot. 
darkoss





3 Reply

3 days ago

Yes we were, and more than that we were insulted, abused, threatened, and outcast even by our
own friends/families. I can handle insults no problemo - sticks and stones and all, but the rest was
not fun at all, esp. by those so close.

First before the jabs came out we were told we couldn't host or come for holidays b/c they didn't
want to kill us, then after it was so we wouldn't kill them b/c if we didn't get jabbed, theirs wouldn't
work - same with masks.

Many of us are still outcasts due to friends'/families' shame and guilt - at least we know they can
still feel some normal emotions.

Squid Pro Quo





2 Reply

3 days ago

I was astounded at how many people lined right up.

Not to worry though, there is enough remorse to go around.

Chevrus





2 Reply

3 days ago

They are dead, Jim.
No-Go zone





4 Reply

3 days ago

If only we listened:

The protected need to be
protected from the unprotected
by forcing the unprotected to
use the protection that didn't
protect the protected.

MazeMerized





2 2 Reply

3 days ago

No one has ZH has a heart. Nothing to worry about.

No brains either.

AgrivailSmith





4 Reply

3 days ago

If you drop dead, it could be the sign of a rare but serious side effect.
Lost My Shorts





70 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

 

I used to jog with my neighbor for 30 minutes every so often. He got the Pfizer shot because work would fire
if he didn't. A week later he said he was having skipped heart beats and flip flops. Then it became non-stop.
He was previously healthy. Now a few years later he's in a wheelchair and cries whenever I see him.

ObamaBidensucks





23 2 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

for a dumb job.  can get another in mere months...  cannot get your life back.

 

sadly, people get stuck with big debts, big houses, big cars, big boats, because the 304 demanded it,
and that is how they get trapped into compromising situations.

liberty2day





6 Reply

3 days ago

I am still wondering why it was so urgent to rush these shots through without thorough testing for a
disease with a 98.8% survivability rate.

gasoline & matches





1 Reply

3 days ago

Start thinking bigger picture- preventing Trump reelection by providing cause for massive
expansion of mail-in balloting.

r0mulus





3 Reply

3 days ago

This is much bigger than stopping Trump.
pobeda





1

3 days ago

Not necessarily- just because it has outsized effects doesn’t mean that was their intention.
Also do consider that it may have been intended for multiple simultaneous purposes.

r0mulus





7 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

I know a couple that was told by the wife's sisters, that if they didn't get the clot shot they couldn't
visit the family. So they got jabbed. The wife is currently in the hospital dying from an aggressive
cancer.

Lots of sad stories.

Zara Spook





23 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

That is so sad ..... But I do believe there will be an awakening, soon, and people will pay for what they
have done..... And are unbelievably still doing.  Some say they will all be dead within a few years.
Radical perhaps, but if you keep your eyes and ears open not so radical perhaps..... IMO this is the
trial and there are both control and test groups batches.... So not everyone who took it will be
impacted.  Can't make it that obvious right?  Just my opinion..... Time will tell as always

What a mess_man





21 Reply

3 days ago

 

Bill Gates and company can easily track effects by lot # and know exaclty who got the harmful lots
and batches.

ObamaBidensucks





11 2 Reply

3 days ago

assuredly, they mapped lots to people they wanted gone.
liberty2day





15 Reply

3 days ago

100 percent fact.  The most fatal batches were distributed in 4th qtr of 2021.  They were saved
for the hold outs that had to after Biden said he was losing patience and employers mandated
it that had not previously.  

Imaverb





3 1

3 days ago

Horribly interesting.

How many people do you estimate that is?

Chargly





2

PREMIUM 3 days ago (Edited)

This would be very interesting if true, where did you get that info?  I'd like to see more stats
compiled on all of this.  Most of the folks I've seen with issues did have the AZ shot or were
into taking every booster possible.

mtl4





1

3 days ago

China never made their population take the shot.
darkoss





1

3 days ago

There was a fantastic substack article showing distribution of vaccine lots of various
intensities (including saline placebo) throughout the EU. That’d be a good place to start.

r0mulus





18 Reply

3 days ago

Your opinion is a fact.  The batches varied greatly. 
Imaverb





24 Reply

3 days ago

It's a weird thing, because I think the Karens who enabled Fauci et al by demanding shutdowns until
vaccines were universally applied are actually more culpable than anyone in this tragedy, but we
can't just round them all up and shoot them, even though society would probably be better off if we
did.  At best, we can only hope the vaccine kills them all for their hubris (but it would have been
worse, were they not vaxxed), but then you have to worry about all the people who were sort of
backed into it who really don't deserve the same fate.

Icarus Flu





69 Reply

3 days ago

I remember the olden days when killing your customers was frowned upon.
HarryBallsack





37 1 Reply

3 days ago

Wow, you must be really old.
doctorstrangelove





23 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

 

Also,

All Dr's now are of the Kevorkian mold. They used to value life.

ObamaBidensucks





10 3 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

The "Great Working", unleashed.

luciferianism run amok

liberty2day





1 Reply

3 days ago

Those days you could smoke a cig on a plane, kiddo. Then came the fascists.
Irq1





11 Reply

3 days ago

getting caught killing your customers is what is frowned upon 

read Upton Sinclair's The Jungle

that was 120 years ago

same as it ever was . . .

reddy kilowatt





2 1 Reply

PREMIUM 3 days ago

It's never been the case for the vaccine supply chain. They get liability immunity. You can't sue them

Catullus





5 Reply

3 days ago

This needs to end.

Make a product for profit accept all liabilities for injuries or deaths caused.

I bet Monsato and Roundup wished they had this kind of protection for their weedkiller.

Hell a pharma company could even inject you with roundup and not be sued.

GreatUncle





60 Reply

PREMIUM 3 days ago (Edited)

Saved 6 million?? You mean killed 6 million through early "unexplained" deaths.

vulc





19 1 Reply

3 days ago

The Tinyy hat foreskin chompers sure do  love to throw that exaggerated number around, don't they?
MagicHandPuppet





5 Reply

PREMIUM 3 days ago

Tikkun olam.

sparky139





45 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

My aunt (87) living in Western Europe took a booster shot on the 30th of October.

She immediately suffered from ‘pain in her vaccinated arm,’ and on the 10th of November she was rushed
to a hospital, and 3 days later she was dead.

On her funeral, most of my family member still maintain that ‘it was probably NOT related to the vaccine…’

This is the sad reality IMHO: most people are still in complete denial. 

Monkey Wrench





19 Reply

3 days ago

that has been repeated all over the world in millions of families....and the denial too, humans refuse to
accept they could be so stupid

northern vigor





12 Reply

3 days ago

It's easier to fool a man than to convince him he has been fooled.
Attributed to Mark Twain
 

Straw Dog





2 Reply

3 days ago

Was thinking the same thing...
Zara Spook





2 Reply

3 days ago

Such an important quote
r0mulus





2 Reply

3 days ago

https://sproutsschools.com/bonhoeffers-theory-of-stupidity/
Electro Static





3 Reply

3 days ago

Most of them took it too, and some gave it to their children. Of course they're in denial.
pobeda





42 Reply

3 days ago

AstraZeneca Pulls Covid Vaccine After Admitting Rare Side Effect

 - one being elite sportsmen have been collapsing

 all over the World during games. 

dojufitz





25 Reply

3 days ago

"Very rare.... " They lie again/still
CorporateCongress





12 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

Channeling Bill Clinton it depends on how you define "very rare."
FUKK OFF





3 Reply

3 days ago

Channeling the same POS, It's the money, stupid!" It's a big (((club)))........
Sergio1





6 Reply

3 days ago

I tried to follow the science but it kept leading back to the money
WakeUpPeeeeeople





37 Reply

PREMIUM 3 days ago

 

DoubleDumpTruck

credited with saving over six million lives





46 Reply

3 days ago

That number keeps popping up...
Bank_sters





30 1 Reply

3 days ago

Evil cnuts.
Dame Ednas Possum





15 Reply

3 days ago

You noticed, too?
Icarus Flu





17 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

How have they come up with that figure when the virus has a 99% survival rate ?
armageddon251





19 Reply

3 days ago

99.9999%

But only for people under 110 years old

JMRPete





11 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

Actually, the final data appear to be a survival rate of 99.7% overall but 99.95% for those below
age 70.

A real threat to humanity! And actually not far off the estimates issued very early on by John
Ioannidis at Stanford. Which were rejected in favor of destroying the world economy and causing
long-term social problems.

And we still don't really know WHO coordinated the obvious global operation. We can make
informed guesses at this stage but we do need to keep pressing because, as of now, this can
and will happen again.

philipat





5 Reply

3 days ago

Well, it started with videos of Chinese falling and 'dying' in the streets.
TMFINR





13 Reply

PREMIUM 3 days ago

I ran the numbers. With a 99.74% survival rate, the maximum number of 8,000,000,000 people who
might have died from Covid was about 20MM worldwide. Hard to imagine that the vaxx prevented
that many deaths.

HansSachs





33 Reply

3 days ago

 

There is absolutely ZERO proof of these absurd claims. 
 

 

CallingDrFraudschi

According to independent estimates, over 6.5 million lives were saved in the first
year of use alone 





13 Reply

3 days ago

There's that number again...six million
Bin Laden's Goat





3 Reply

3 days ago

It’s the magic number 7. Look up the psychology behind that number. 
AllRefreshed





5 Reply

3 days ago

6.66 
northern vigor





30 Reply

3 days ago

40 percent increase in cancer and hospitals are running out of chemo drug cisplatin for a year and a half.
Imaverb





13 Reply

PREMIUM 3 days ago (Edited)

Pfizer has some climate caused cancer treatments coming to save millions. 

chiswickcat





Reply

3 days ago

Damn- any chance u could provide link for this? You are on fire today sir.
r0mulus





27 Reply

3 days ago

They lied.  When they said safe and effective what people expected was that if you got the shot you
wouldn't get COVID and there would be no long lasting or serious side effects.  Nothing more and nothing
less.

HarryBallsack





16 2 Reply

3 days ago

I think most sheeple expect their governments wont try and murder them all at once?

"What are you people thinking!?"

 

Chargly





13 Reply

3 days ago

There were two types of people when COVID started.  Those who after all these years still thought
the government, media, and big pharma were trustworthy and reliable.  And those who didn't.

Government, media, big pharma, and by extension their enabling sheeple really didn't take a liking
to those who didn't.

Icarus Flu





14 Reply

3 days ago

Most people think pres and senate elections are real too.
Imaverb





1 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

Guess there's a reason they don't teach history in public schools. One can pick any era in history
and find the horrors done by governments.

DumpsterFire74





26 Reply

3 days ago

When it comes to CovID vaccines, the bad news just keeps on coming.

Thank the Lord I refused them all and will continue to do so.

smacker





7 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

Bill Gates and WHO are working hard to develop more lethal injections as well as forced mandates and
vaxxine passports. What a sick person he is. And I have to agree with Trump to cut all USA funding of
WHO and corrupt Tedros.

Son of Loki





4 Reply

3 days ago

I totally agree that's what Gates (and others) are working on.

They're determined to heavily depopulate the world and force obedience and control
of those remaining. Evilness is in the air.

smacker





2 Reply

3 days ago

I have been reading all these comments about that nasty shot. I have not read one person defending
the shot. How interesting. 

darkoss





3 Reply

3 days ago

Methinks that many people who now realise they made a serious mistake by taking
the jabs are keeping quiet. It won't make them healthy but it might save a lot of face.

smacker







3 Reply

3 days ago

"Thank God I was vaccinated, otherwise it could have been so much worse!"
Seek Shelter





25 1 Reply

3 days ago

My Amish buddy told me at the end of 2020 that if the Amish in his community hadn't known about Covid
they wouldn't have seen a difference from any other flu season.  They never stopped going to church, and
drinking out of the same communion cup, they never stopped with weddings, funerals, or work either.  No
one died out of the hundreds that he knew, and only one guy, who had bad health to begin with, was
hospitalized.  Even the guy with one lung made it through okay.  No one got vaxxed either.

Just_do_what_they_tellya





12 Reply

3 days ago

Covid is a bigger scam than 9/11
BroadcastStorm





13 1 Reply

3 days ago

Biggest scam in history.
BigPopper





10 Reply

3 days ago

Climate change is up there as well..
WhoKnew2





2 Reply

3 days ago

Isn't da biggest scam in history something about the famous thematic park somewhere in Poland
with the giant chimneys connected with nothing?

No-Go zone





Reply

3 days ago

The jab certainly killed more people than those "planes"
DrakeProto





3 Reply

3 days ago

Those "planes" aka  Mossad & Lucky Larry
No-Go zone





2 Reply

PREMIUM 3 days ago

It’s weird how they were perpetrated by the same people tho

Sumarongi1





3 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

Can't you buy them a cable subscription so they can stay informed and up to date with gene
therapies?

/s

TokyoJoe2





25 Reply

3 days ago

Tinfoil hat and common sense for the win
SnoopyAndFriendsVSGovt





4 Reply

3 days ago

Every fucking time Snoop!!!
GlobalCtzn





24 Reply

3 days ago

covid has taught me a few things.

people learn history, not learn from history

education is a conformity indicator, not an intelligence indicator

the ability to think critically is near dead

 

 

BunkerHunt





8 1 Reply

3 days ago

You mean to tell me that government indoctrination camps don't make you smart!?!?
BroadcastStorm





3 Reply

3 days ago

Nicely put
yep





1 Reply

3 days ago

Well stated. 
yerfej





23 1 Reply

3 days ago

An EXPERIMENTAL jab for a disease so "DEADLY" you had to be TESTED to see if you even HAD "it!"
BanjoMama





19 Reply

3 days ago

Yes and so safe that you had to be FORCED to take it.

Unfortunately, way too many fools complied. 

Monkey Wrench





Reply

3 days ago

Yeah I wonder about the safety of those tests that I was forced to take...
TMFINR





24 Reply

3 days ago

My wife's boss, CEO of car parts manufacturer, got his 3rd booster in Nov. 2023.  By Christmas he was in
the hospital for two weeks due to a heart condition.  He's in his 50's and he thinks his wine habit is what
gave him the condition...

 

Letsleepingdogslie





16 Reply

3 days ago

Most will never admit they’re gullible and have been duped. Most of which have said at least once in
their lives “why would they voluntarily get into those cattle cars? I sure as fk would never!” When
you’re spineless never say never!

Cash Is King





10 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

I often thought of that watching the old Nazi films of lining people up by ditches and shooting them
with layers already in the bottom. You have about 30 seconds to live and you just stand there? I
may have been full of holes but I would have rushed the nearest one and tried to take a scumbag
with me.

cowdiddly





4 1 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

seems most people rely on external cues for their spirit.

 

spirit comes from within, the will to live and be free is self generated.

 

also, most believed the lies about the Bible spouted by bought off religious leaders, to never fight
back, to just let them destroy you.

Jesus Himself said to buy a sword, that the only reason He did not fight back was to fulfill
prophecy, to save us all.

liberty2day





Reply

3 days ago

You are correct concerning Yeshua saying to carry a sword for protection. 
darkoss





Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

SCORE -35157

Having a day off? You actually got upvoted today.

ConanTheTrollSlayer 

🗡





6 Reply

3 days ago

I told a lot of people to get fucked due to the mandates and the craziness and got to pretty low
point. I think there is a point where you say fuck it just kill me. I am no there yet thankfully

TokyoJoe2





Reply

2 days ago

hang in there - show is just getting started
Gonefishin'





Reply

1 day ago

I’d be right next to you or at least I hope I would act in such a way as to go out with a bang and
not a whimper!

Cash Is King





11 1 Reply

3 days ago

heh, wine does the opposite, helps the heart.  what an imbecile.

i should have started a company, with idiots like him being legion, i would have cleaned up

liberty2day





4 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

Family owned and operated for 50 years.  He Didn't Earn It, either.
Letsleepingdogslie





Reply

2 days ago

ya what a dumb fuck
Gonefishin'





4 Reply

3 days ago

FYI: Just got a nuclear stress test (for those unable to do the treadmill, they inject you with Thallium to
mimic your heart pumping a bunch). Passed with flying colors. BTW, I drink wine like a fish. And I seem
to recall reading somewhere that alcohol will enlargen the heart. So, yeah.

The real jo blo





1 1 Reply

3 days ago

think fruit fermenting on a branch. we evolved to suck that shit down like no tomorrow.
liberty2day





23 Reply

3 days ago

For just one death from thrombocytopenia likely hundreds of thousands have it.

Few die of it. If you do it is from
- Severe internal bleeding in your brain or abdomen
- Heart attack

Mild to moderate cases suffer from all sorts of bleeding and blood problems from it.

So their vaccine caused bleeding/blood problems in millions. Almost none of them diagnosed or traced to
the jab.

Elderly people couldn't have been saved with that fake vaccine. Elderly people are most at risk from
bleeding problems as many are on aspirin and blood thinners.

Obviously just fighting off the virus is better than any risky covid shot.

The other shots are tied to blood clots, so all of them damage the vascular system.

shadow541





14 1 Reply

3 days ago

Seems like the "vaccines" are an unknown bounty of compounding and every unpleasant ailments
designed to disable, sterilize and or kill.

Almost like a weapon?

Chargly





14 Reply

3 days ago

99 percent guarantee you the Vax can cause abdomen/stomach bleeds.  Zero doubt. 

However it's almost impossible to prove due to heart meds taken by so many people over 50.  

People on those or moderate to heavy drinkers or those doing combination are all susceptible already
so.......but the Vax is clever.  In the same way it pushes those people over the edge and cause the
bleeds it also does this with cancer.

Cancer is the immune system weakened to the point where the cells screw up and are created to kill
you.  The Vax does exactly that to people that are unhealthy.  Once again the Vax hides as the cause. 
A person abusing thier body might otherwise could expect to not create cancer cells until a tipping
point is introduced.

Research over the next 30 years will prove all this out.  Financed research could do it in 5 years but
who is going to pay for that.  No one.  Pfizer will do it behind closed doors.

Anyway.  People that got the Vax better be careful for about a year with thier bodies because they are
basically weakened and don't necessarily know it.  

Most won't and many will and are dying prematurely due to this fact.

It's just best not to take an experimental Vax or any Vax created after 2020.  They now know what they
can get away with.  Previous to 2020 I'd say those are safe....less the flu vax.

Imaverb





4 Reply

3 days ago

Dr. Geert Vanden Bossche said most are going to die by next year.
TMFINR





23 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

Y'all want to see "safe and effective". Particularly you vax enthusiasts who see nothing.....Go look up the
videos from the coroners/embalmers.... literally the world over and easily available on multiple platforms.
Including even YouTube!   You watch and listen to a few of these and after you wretch several times and
wake the F up,  come back and report to those of us who knew day 1 that this was not something we were
putting into our bodies. Ever!

What a mess_man





14 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

And you'll say but but how come we don't hear about this on the "news"??? If this was true it would
be everywhere.... Then you'll wake the F up again and perhaps figure out what lobbies control our
elected government officials.... Big pharma being only one. Then you'll be on the next level of
awareness.  There are many more, and you'll fight and bitch and torture yourself along this path, but
remember grasshopper, knowledge, learning, awakening.... Well it's a b*tch for sure, but in the end it's
good for you. And for us all.

What a mess_man





8 Reply

3 days ago

My parents still believe that all the vax concerns are way overblown.  But they watch 15-30 minutes
of MSLSD every day and think they're informed.  They also believe the typical Gary bullshit--
Trump's just the worst thing ever, Russia's evil, Ukraine's winning, Israel has "the right to defend
itself," etc.

At least they've finally admitted that I was never in the high risk group in the first place, so they've
stopped trying to convince me to take it.

For years now, when I even think I might be getting sick, I drink a ghost pepper-based hot sauce to
flush everything out of my sinuses.  Granted, I have a cast-iron stomach, and I love spicy food to
begin with, so this solution may not work for most people.  But it works like a charm for me.

It's rare that I'm ever sick for more than 24 hours--even with flus which put everybody else I know
down for a week.

Icarus Flu





5 Reply

3 days ago

The news is the government. If they don't know that part yet then they aren't going to understand
yet.

Imaverb





23 Reply

3 days ago

It's probably just this one the others are probably just fine.
HarryBallsack





11 Reply

3 days ago

Safe & oh fuckit
TokyoJoe2





Reply

3 days ago

They're pinin' for the fjords 
reddy kilowatt





23 Reply

3 days ago

And so it begins, finally. Sit back and wait for the avalanche.
PJBBongo





25 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

We are going to hear a lot of 'why didn't you warn us'.
INANEnINSANE





15 Reply

3 days ago

 these turbo cancers don't give them time to go through the five stages of death. Denial, anger,
pleading, acceptance, death. They don't even have time to realize it was the vaxx they took and the
surviving family who also took the vaxx are in denial what caused it too

northern vigor





8 Reply

3 days ago

Most of my family took that shit, and I'll be pretty fucking pissed if they all go to their graves over
it.

Icarus Flu





5 Reply

PREMIUM 3 days ago (Edited)

You can tell them to their face, straight up and categorically-

’the vaccine killed dad’

and it’s like you mouth was moving and sound came out but, in their perception, no words were
said. They don’t even respond. No questions no reaction. It’s like you disappeared

It’s black magic shit 

Sumarongi1





22 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

I remember all the media drones proclaiming OXFORD AstraZeneca , as if Oxford signaled magical powers.

After the first reports of blood clots came flooding in, those same drones dropped the Oxford prefix quicker
than a bridesmaids panties and only called it AstraZeneca.

Clown World.

 

the.enemy.is.us





4 Reply

PREMIUM 3 days ago

Oxford is the school ( funded by Rothschild) where all these Fabian Socialist fucks come from 

Sumarongi1





21 Reply

3 days ago

Where are the trials? Not the clinical trials. I want Nuremberg trials on this freak show. None of this was
done by some unavoidable accident.

Everybody All American





18 Reply

3 days ago

"all the rats died"
CheapBastard





9 Reply

3 days ago

That FACT was enough for me to refrain...........
GlobalCtzn





7 Reply

3 days ago

Lab tester 1: We received the results on the test. All the rats died.

Senior lab tester: So it worked as designed. Push it.

clumsymonkey





21 1 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

No one needs to be forced to accept a good idea. The fact that they forced these experimental injections on
people shows you they were not good idea. 

Silver_bug





4 Reply

3 days ago

It's funny, in no way shape of form did I ever even CONSIDER getting the jabs. I said hell no from even
before they were rolled out.

TMFINR





21 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

Thrombo-embolic events otherwise known as the Clot Shot.
FUKK OFF





3 Reply

PREMIUM 3 days ago

Thromb-embolic events, otherwise safe and effective. 

chiswickcat





19 Reply

3 days ago

There are no words to explain how happy I am I resisted that shot. Lost my job, two friends, but at least I'm
alive.

awake283





2 Reply

3 days ago

Then they weren't your friends.

They were Judas'. If there was a hotline to turn your ass over they would have in a hot second.

With friends like that, who needs the SS?

TheGreatZHReset





2 Reply

3 days ago

Lost your job? lol. No, you didn’t. 
Mtnrunnr





3 Reply

3 days ago

@awake283  I also lost my job over this.  It still bothers me greatly everyday.  Not because I loved that
job or anything, but the gut punch that of corporate reply stating my 'religious convictions were not
sincere'.  Perhaps it is the stain on my profession of Pharmacists that we are no longer able to have
any type of clinical opinion on experimental medications. 

Rolling all day





19 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

A few things must be said:

81 deaths:

That anyone has gotten the pharmaceutical companies or a medical professional to admit, the actual
number is of course much bigger 

The new popular phrases:

Long covid 

turbo cancer 

sudden adult death syndrome 

These are all vaccine injuries IMO

 

I have never seen one unvaxxed person, anywhere in the world, a surviving family member, not one say “I
wish my wife/husband/child would have gotten the vaccine”

 

 

 

 

Tmark1966





5 3 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

only thing I want turbo in my life is a biturbo porsche.
liberty2day





Reply

3 days ago

I’ve got a Turbo Diesel model VW and can confirm Turbo is fucking awesome for cars.

For vaxxes not so much.

r0mulus





17 Reply

3 days ago

It's the ultimate case of Stockholm Syndrome. Those who were so adamant that everyone must get it
can never admit they were wrong because of the things they allowed themselves to say and think
about people who didn't follow the herd like they did.  The moral ramifications of their idiocy are
repugnant and they at some level realize this, so like addicts, regardless of how badly they may have
damaged themselves, they'll tend to deflect the issue toward those who told them from the get-go it
was a dumb idea.

Is there a manual on interventions for blind sheeple-ism?  We could really use one of those.

Icarus Flu





5 Reply

3 days ago

I never took it and I only had an 8-hour bout of Omicron (really the dumbest, most overhyped disease I
ever had, honestly) in the end, but I suppose "it could have been better" had I taken the vaccine.

C'est la vie, I guess.

Icarus Flu





1 1 Reply

3 days ago

I'm unvaxxed, caught Omicron Christmas 22 and in Sept 23 went to hospital for a procedure which
they had to abort due to my heartrate plummeting, I've never had any heart problems in my 69
years, always 72bpm at rest, now it skips beats and ranges between 41-100bpm my BP has also
gone sky high so now I'm on a BP pill and still awaiting the results of a heart scan.

I shook off the infection in 2 days, day one had me lethargic, day 2 I had joint pains. I fear my
present problems are related to catching that variant as I caught a previous variant too, another I
shook off in 5 days.

Though I'm quite old I do a lot of exercise and till retirement a lot of hard physical graft involving lots
of climbing while rigging and erecting and these heart probs have came out of nowhere, I have no
related heart problem symptoms like lack of breath, palpitations etc so don't think you're in the
clear just because you brushed it off quick unless of course you're a 20 something.

Fornicateu2





3 Reply

3 days ago

I have heard the term 'shedding" by those who lined up for the shot. Anyone in proximity was
subject to being infected by the shot. 

darkoss





Reply

15 hours ago

I was 43 at the time, actually.
Icarus Flu





3 days ago

@Tmark1966 nice list I have a few to add that were not part of the daily English lexicon prior mRNA
injections.....

Myocarditis

Rolling all day



2 Reply

pericarditis

tinnitus

POTs





19 Reply

3 days ago

I don't think death is a rare side effect. 
INANEnINSANE





27 Reply

3 days ago

Remaining alive is probably a rare side effect,  given that the desired outcome is death.
INANEnINSANE





18 1 Reply

3 days ago

In a related story Ivermectin (aka Stromectol in your Physicians Desk Reference since 1997 for human
use),,, killed nobody.

After a campaign of lies against a very effective anti viral cheap medication... the death toll from its use
was... zero.

 

RoboFascist 1st





6 Reply

3 days ago

It’s for horses ya’lll  
kscubfan





7 Reply

3 days ago

Better than what they gave to the sheep :D
Lucky Guesst





1 Reply

3 days ago

Oh! BAM!
TheGreatZHReset





Reply

3 days ago

Lol
kscubfan





1 Reply

3 days ago

In case you didn't notice that's called "misinformation" and can result in charges being laid against
you.

nowhereman





18 1 Reply

3 days ago

Again, there never was or is a covid vaccine!
k-nock k-nock





6 1 Reply

3 days ago

Coronaviruses mutate too rapidly for any manner of inoculation to function correctly.

Ultimately, survival pressure causes them all to just become colds in the end.

Icarus Flu





17 Reply

3 days ago

First it's perfect. ('Safe'n'effective'!)

Then it doesn't actually work.

Then it has side effects, but these are 'rare'.

Next up...

JMRPete





4 3 Reply

PREMIUM 3 days ago

Next up: we could have found these side effects if we had spent more time testing. But... warp speed. 
 

Now who was tweeting in March, bragging about warp speed?

HansSachs





Reply

2 days ago

SHIT SHOW INCOMING
Gonefishin'





17 1 Reply

3 days ago

My neighbour dropped dead of a heart attack, the day after he got the AZ vax.
doctorstrangelove





Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

.
BorraChoom





15 Reply

3 days ago

I thank God every day that he gave me the wherewithal not to fall for the biggest psyop ever pulled on the
inhabitants of this planet

OllyHallsall





3 Reply

3 days ago

The same here.. 
BonJiorno88





2 1 Reply

3 days ago

There's an article over on info whores where by a medical person was saying people were dying
shortly after getting the fake jab.  They even started referring to it as the "lethal injection."

Swampthedrain





15 1 Reply

3 days ago

Another victory for those crazy tin foil hat crowd
cocoa2000





3 Reply

3 days ago

Fuck yeah - I buy the 50 metre tin foils - never be without a hat
TokyoJoe2





Reply

3 days ago

Great investment. Better than fiat. I own cases of AL foil. Will trade for BJs when the currency finally
collapses. 

cocoa2000





14 1 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

 linked to at least 81 deaths in the UK

81 my ass .......... there are post mortems pulling out plastic like clots a foot long from veins .............. 

Occams_Razor_Trader





1 9 Reply

3 days ago

Except that there aren’t. 
Mtnrunnr





3 1 Reply

3 days ago

Except there are, and all you have to do is go to Bit-chute to watch the videos.

It's so simple, even you could do it.

Finn McCool





1 5 Reply

3 days ago

ahh yes. Bit-chute. They’re known for scientific research.
Mtnrunnr





4 1 Reply

3 days ago

Yeah, don't believe your eyes and ears ............... Believe the Fauci  ..................... Tool .......
Occams_Razor_Trader





3

3 days ago

Do you know what happens to blood when it stops circulating?
Mtnrunnr





3

3 days ago (Edited)

@Mtnrunnr: yeah. Very long fibrous clots appear since 2021...Perfectly normal.

/SARC

ConanTheTrollSlayer 

🗡





14 Reply

3 days ago

Fyi:  thrombosis is blood clots.

 

Score another for the crazy right wing conspiracy theorists

CJgipper





8 Reply

3 days ago

living well is the best revenge.
buzzsaw99





1 Reply

3 days ago

Wisdom.  +100
Ecclesia Militans





2 Reply

3 days ago

Ignorance is bliss.
treasureX





6 Reply

3 days ago

until half your face gets paralyzed.
buzzsaw99





3 Reply

3 days ago

Just ignore it!
treasureX





14 Reply

3 days ago

Like all respiratory vaxxes, when they quote efficacy then mean serum antibodies, they DON'T mean "you
won't get it". And as the medical community has known for 3 decades, serum antibodies do not and cannot
prevent you from getting a respiratory virus. For prevention you need innate immunity which can only be
acquired by catching it and surviving.

But there is too much money to be made from this modern snake oil. We wouldn't want a silly thing like
scientific results get in the way of profits.

 

squid

squid





13 Reply

3 days ago

And to all the corporate C-Suites that intimidated and coerced their employees to take the jab and fired
those that didn’t, fuck you.  

Never forget
Never forgive 
Never comply

Saba999





3 Reply

3 days ago

Psychopaths and sociopaths runs the world.
TJH





12 Reply

3 days ago

No one could have seen this coming ;)
MagicHandPuppet





12 Reply

3 days ago

We killed some folks- big pharma.
Bank_sters





12 Reply

3 days ago

Periodic reminder:

Excess deaths exploding in Australia:

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/12/actuaries-raise-alarm-australians-unexpectedly-dying-
exaggerated-rate/

Canada:

https://calgary.ctvnews.ca/deaths-with-unknown-causes-now-alberta-s-top-killer-province-1.5975536

The UK:

https://www.lewrockwell.com/2023/05/joseph-mercola/excess-deaths-are-exploding-experts-remain-
stumped/

And the US:

https://kirschsubstack.com/p/the-died-suddenly-vax-vs-unvaxxed?
publication_id=548354&post_id=138090912&isFreemail=true&r=9atnc

Swirling Diarrhea Tornado





Reply

3 days ago

Jabracadabra!!!   
covid1984





11 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

Just like Western governments have lost their legitimacy, so has the pharmaceutical industry. 

We are all just milk cows for both of them so their executives and insiders and higher ups can all get filthy
rich at our expense.  

Lord Raglan





2 Reply

3 days ago

Looks at eastern governments…
Mtnrunnr





11 Reply

3 days ago

"3 billion lives were saved globally"....

Really? Because I'm 50+ and didn't take a single dose of your poison and my life was saved by "Design".

That being said, I would clarify "3billion doses were administered with questionable effecacy, since a large
number took the clot shot and contracted Cov multiple times anyway.

NICE TRY.

TheGreatZHReset





2 Reply

3 days ago

The medical consensus once held that smoking tobacco was good for you. And then years later...

That consensus thing can be a bitch.

teolawki





11 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

I tried to warn people around me. Family, friends. They all thought I was a crazy and ridiculous conspiracy
theorist, so they didn’t listen. Oh well. I did my part. And I’m still a Pureblood. 

King of Pentacle5





4 Reply

3 days ago

Same thing happened to me.   Now when I run into those people who disowned me, I take great
pleasure seeing the sheepish look on their faces when I ask how many boosters they've had.

nowhereman





2 Reply

3 days ago

pureblood brother here.  similar experience!
motive unclear





11 2 Reply

3 days ago

Those who trusted government CDC and FDA pharma company shittyworld... and bought into 'vaccine'
bullshit world were not just lied to but injured and many killed. Many were trapped by jobs, economics and
licence revocation etc etc conditions and children were killed from 'vaccines' who were not at risk at all.

They lied and lied and lied and lied and lied. They are still lying about all of this.

The name of this reality is murder. Mass murder and doing it for money.

RoboFascist 1st





9 Reply

3 days ago

Four jabs and I remain stubbornly unmurdered.
DogFleas





4 Reply

3 days ago

You're overdue for the next one. Thankfully you won't have to deal with any lineups.
DrakeProto





1 1 Reply

3 days ago

Try walking around the cemetery explaining your current condition to the remaining family members
of those who were murdered.

The kids might want to hear a 'vax' legal immunity advertising jingle for their friends down at the
morgue.

RoboFascist 1st





2 Reply

3 days ago

The odds are forever not in your favor.
karp4cy





Reply

3 days ago

Unjabbed and three covid infections and still unmurdered
JohnnyHenricksen





Reply

3 days ago

Are you still looking for a big cauldron?
No-Go zone





1 Reply

3 days ago

Why did you stop at 4? 

Where are you taking your medical advice from?

You can't be an advocate and only have 1+ 3 boosters.  You're way behind.  Why did you quit? How
can you be an advocate and a quitter at the same time?  What does it feel like to be so fake?

Useless Idiot





Reply

3 days ago

The CDC and FDA have alot of explaining to do....As taxpayers, we fund those positions and we trust
those highly credentialed individuals in government actually do the job the taxpayers fund them to
do....How can they continue to cover this up?  Were they aware SV40 was in the vax? If not the
product presented to them was a fraud ::vitiates:: If they were aware SV40 was in the vax when it was
approved well then....yea, that's a big problem.

Rolling all day





11 Reply

3 days ago

It's so rare. Since April, 2021 the 20 sigma excess death event going on world wide according to life
insurance payout data happens once every 2 billion years. Very rare indeed considering humans have only
been around less than two million years. I wonder what happened starting in April, 2021. Could it be
Oklahomans using horse paste, y'all?

larrythelogger





2 Reply

3 days ago

"Climate Change"
disparaged





2 Reply

3 days ago

Brandon.

 

quasi_verbatim





1 Reply

3 days ago

Russkies.
quasi_verbatim





1 Reply

3 days ago

Mullahs.
quasi_verbatim





2 Reply

3 days ago

Whiteness.
wellwaddyaknow





Reply

3 days ago

 

Silver_bug

“The Trump virus.”





2 Reply

3 days ago

Winter Vagina. I'm sure if it, is causing it. Oh and SMOKING, always the go-to of every sickness (even
if smoking made people less susceptible to Covid)

 

 

theendofish





2 Reply

3 days ago

Dang, I had to look up winter V.
wellwaddyaknow





1 Reply

3 days ago

Anti-kosherism.
wellwaddyaknow





11 Reply

3 days ago

It's so safe and effective that you can't have it.
HarryBallsack





10 Reply

2 days ago

You didn't save any lives and you maimed millions of people, some of whom I know personally. Your HQ
should be burnt to the ground, your directors and major investors hunted like animals and every penny you
own seized from you forcibly, because you are murderous scumbags. Same for the other b@stards.

The Deplorable Goblin Front Hole

"We are incredibly proud of the role Vaxzevria played in ending the global
pandemic. According to independent estimates, over 6.5 million lives were saved in
the first year of use alone and over three billion doses were supplied globally," 





2 Reply

2 days ago

I like your attitude.
Last_one_before_I_go





10 Reply

2 days ago

For a good two years the vaxx did not protect from covid but it did prevent anyone from dying in a
motorcycle or vehicle accident.  For two years there were no accidents from any form of transportation, they
were all Covid Deaths.

Kprime





Reply

2 days ago

The flu was pretty much nonexistent too, interestingly. Temporarily. 
AimeeZH





1 Reply

2 days ago

ah, but that proved masks worked.

/s

Juche Tony





10 1 Reply

2 days ago

The vax was the highest stakes IQ test ever administered. 

Only those who declined passed. 

Harry Ellis





1 1 Reply

PREMIUM 2 days ago

In the UK they were forced to take it, weren't they?

SirBarksAlot





1 11 Reply

2 days ago

You could not pass an IQ test.
Dark Martin





2 Reply

2 days ago

evidently, you didn't.
Juche Tony





Reply

2 days ago

Those who declined passed the IQ test but took a lot of shit . 

Still do . 

Once the public joins a cult  look  out . 

Soloamber





10 Reply

PREMIUM 3 days ago

Mr Scott took the experimental shot because like millions “he had no other choice” - sorry to break the
news Mr Scott but there was another choice non financially savvy choice to simply say to the nurse “thank
you but no thank you!” btw, I am still paying a heavy financial cost for that choice today…

HankLove





5 Reply

3 days ago

God Bless you for standing up.   I know people that had fake jab cards, but I told them it was not good
or even worse.     We stand together or you die alone…   

kscubfan





10 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

I guess they have redefined the word "rare" just like they redefined "vaccine".

Deaths from all the "covid vaccines" around the world are about 50 million people, but that's not a tragedy -
it's just a statistic.

MRothbard





2 1 Reply

3 days ago

That number might be a bit inflated. Real scientists have concluded 15-17 million deaths. As if that’s
not holocaust enough. And these are the short term numbers.

markar





Reply

3 days ago

The 17 million number comes from a study of countries in the southern hemisphere and does not
include China, Russia, or India. Check out Peter Halligan's substack.

MRothbard







10 1 Reply

3 days ago

The people shilling for jab on here are complicit in the mass murder. 
desertdog





12 Reply

3 days ago

Mostly midwits who have an over inflated sense of their own intelligence, but deep down know they
were duped by obvious propaganda into poisoning themselves so they troll and lash out. They're
pathetic, really.

MontaElTigre





5 1 Reply

3 days ago

How dare you! I'll have you know that I am a government licensed and certified expert in all the
things! Look at my "I love me wall!" Filled with paper purchased with government loans! You will
listen to me and be silent! LISTEN TO ME!!!!!

...

Why won't he listen to me!?!?!!? I know! You're an insurrectionist! White Nationalist Domestic
Terrorist! Arrest him! He denies The Science! Heretic! Burn him! 

Russian Misinformation





Reply

3 days ago

Or they're just evil commies trying to kill people.
InsaneSanity





Reply

3 days ago

Indeed ''they'' are. Incurring debt that will surely be collected.
toejam





10 1 Reply

3 days ago

Thrombosis = blood clots. All this injury, for all mRNA "vaccines" is caused by thousands of tiny blood clots
that form after inoculation. Ordinary people have been calling them "clot shots," for 3 years. Seems pretty
dishonest to say you're pulling the shot because of a "rare side effect," in '24, and using the term
"thrombosis."

MeinSchleppenPfeffer





10 Reply

3 days ago

Never forget the MSM Nazis who wanted to force inject you and your children with this poison.
leicestersq





10 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

everyone died, yeah, that's rare.  so many limeys have died from that crap that i stopped counting their
deaths as noteworthy.

buzzsaw99





10 1 Reply

3 days ago

European soccer players still dropping like flies 
juve





1 Reply

3 days ago

They're mostly from Africa anyway.
No-Go zone





10 Reply

3 days ago

They were telling us that it was safe and efficient, both lies. 
firefightergr





13 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

Effective.  But it is efficient too.  At giving people blood clots and cancer.
Imaverb





2 Reply

3 days ago

"These AEs were mostly peaceful except for a very few deaths. Otherwise the product is "safe and
effective". But because we are such humanitarians and have only the interests of patients at heart,
we decided to forego all the profits and remove the gene therapy from the market"

I think we are now supposed to send messages of thanks and appreciation in recognition of their
humanitarian gesture?

philipat





9 1 Reply

3 days ago

Can they name one single person whose life was saved by any of the Covid vaccines?? 

Just one…

paranoid.dragon





3 Reply

PREMIUM 3 days ago

The fake vaccine served as an incubator to manage the bioweapon phased rollout.

HankLove





6 Reply

3 days ago

I can’t name one life saved, but I know several turbo cancer people, including my BEST FRIEND
from high school that died of a turbo cancer at the end of 2022….    The cancer Just appeared as
stage 3 and quickly moved into stage 4.  He had multiple jabs since he was in assisted living due to
an auto accident,  RIP Debo

kscubfan





2 Reply

2 days ago

Thousands of those stories . 

jabbed without consent . 

Soloamber





9 Reply

3 days ago

They tested mRNA vaccines on lab animals and all those lab animals died horrible, horrible deaths.
hiftobaf





7 Reply

3 days ago

Then it was a 100% success rate as the goal here was to kill.
Bill of Rights





Reply

2 days ago

ferrets, which also have ACE-2 receptors, were the test animals. Ferrets normally live for 5 years, but
after mRNA jabs were all dead within 6 months. That's a 90%+ reduction in life expectancy.

Translate that into human terms, a 40 year old will survive 4 years. So they're dead early 2025, bang on
the Deagel prediction.

Juche Tony





9 1 Reply

PREMIUM 3 days ago

Those stupid vaccines saved ZERO lives.

And the other medieval magickal 'control measures' killed hundreds of thousands in the US and crippled an
entire generation of kids.

The biggest public health policy disaster in human history.

Shameful.

Jim in MN





2 1 Reply

3 days ago

Planned not shameful.
BigJJ





5 2 Reply

3 days ago

those vaccines were meant to poison people slowly.

There was no covid , just a re-defined cold/influenza psyop.

A real pandemic has a threshold of 3% death rate.

Thats 1 in 30 people on your block and the next block and so on.

We did not witness anything like that. 

THEY ARE HIDING IN YOUR GOVENRMENT ARE THEY NOT





2 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)Ahmeexnal

BUT...BUT...THE TIK TOK VIDEOS OF PAID ACTORS IN CHINA
SHAKING AND CONVULSING!!





3 1 Reply

3 days ago

I think those were vaccine trial subjects.

Yep funny how so many of us saw that same video

THEY ARE HIDING IN YOUR GOVENRMENT ARE THEY NOT





9 1 Reply

3 days ago

"I've had 30 shots and I'm not dead yet!" - moron class

Statistically speaking.. you can wake up each morning and play Russian roulette and live for a long time..

Reality says.. you'll live longer if you don't play Russian roulette.

Their own statistics (FDA) say that it provides little to no benefit.. and pretty  much every side effect you can
imagine is listed as a potential issue should you decide to take it.

 

 

 

Canuckistanian





9 Reply

3 days ago

Remove the liability restrictions and all of the vaxes will be off the market. 
Frank Lee Cynical





9 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

Remember when the talking heads on the boob-toob were petitioning others(mass populous) to demonize
their hesitant neighbors....restrict people from grocery shopping, receiving medical care, etc. etc. all
because THOSE people were skeptical about these WARP SPEED jabs...........

Jack Mehoffer





1 12 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

No one restricted anyone from going to the store. No one restricted those receiving medical care
(although they should have), it was not mandated outside of the military or government workers. 
 

You’re just making up shit to be mad about like a wittle baby snowflake. 

Mtnrunnr





3 2 Reply

3 days ago

THERE was PLENTY of talk about implementing such measures a$$hole.
Jack Mehoffer





1 9 Reply

3 days ago

You always have had a hard time parsing out the difference between talk and action. It’s probably
why you’re a Trump voter 

 

no one restricted you from anything. Grow the fuck up, pussy. 

Mtnrunnr





3 Reply

3 days ago

Lockdowns didn't happen?
desertdog





7

3 days ago (Edited)

Under trump

 

Outside of that Private businesses made rules you didn’t like. 

Mtnrunnr





2 Reply

3 days ago

you have zero clue whom I voted/vote for dimwhit.
Jack Mehoffer





1 5

3 days ago

Yeah, I do 
Mtnrunnr





3 days ago

0.0
Jack Mehoffer





Reply

3 days ago

just one example of several that occurred during 2020-21

 

https://youtu.be/FlB2Km3SxpE?si=uCZx4Xn4K0I59P53

Jack Mehoffer





1 2 Reply

3 days ago

Did you just try to prove the point that millions upon millions of people died via blood clots by
sending me a video of a podcaster talking about someone that felt mildly bad after a
vaccination?

Mtnrunnr





3 days ago

my point exactly you click read a title and dont watch /take in the content or conversation.
Stay asleep dipshit

Jack Mehoffer





3

3 days ago (Edited)

I did actually listen. It’s a bunch of nothing dude - “they couldn’t find any antibodies”…
“there’s no official finding on long COVID”, etc. it’s nothing my dude. It’s a handful of
anecdotes from angry white dudes - who, by the way ARE ALL STILL ALIVE.

 

you’re living in a made up agitation propaganda universe where your entertainment “news”
hosts start all their programs with tour schedules. 

Mtnrunnr





2 1 Reply

3 days ago

Dude, I've been reading you down thread for the past few minutes. You're a satanic liar, with an
inverted morality.

May you receive according to your lies.

Finn McCool





1 5 Reply

3 days ago

Satanic liar? You and your ilk just make shit up to be mad about. 
Mtnrunnr





4 Reply

3 days ago

When my mother was dying from the late stages of Alzheimer's, my brother and sister-in-law had to
get vaxxed and boosted in order to be with my mom in the hospital.

So-am I just "making up s###t to be mad about"?

Finn McCool





8 Reply

3 days ago

You're just looking for a reason to squinney.
DogFleas





6 Reply

3 days ago

Do you need me to explain to how what you just said is stupid as fuck, or should we leave it?
Mtnrunnr





2 1 Reply

3 days ago

Not true, in Scotland for instance, un vaxxed could only shop in certain areas behind fences.  They
treated like lepers.  It happen all over the Planet!  We will never forgive or forget!!!

marieeiram





3 Reply

3 days ago

lol. Well. In this one place, they did a thing that was REALLY bad. So bad it justifies my
ridiculously bad opinion. I wasn’t there, of course, but it was terrible bad. I can’t believe the US
made it happen in Scotland. Faucci should be held responsible.

Mtnrunnr





2 Reply

3 days ago

Horseshit. Private sector employers with government contracts sacked their jab-less employees.
Ask me how I know.

nerf_crotchbat

it was not mandated outside of the military or government workers





1 1 Reply

3 days ago

The people who promoted this shit should have a mask sewn onto their sleeves so everyone knows to
spit and punch and pull hair when they walk by. 

Baer Creighton





1 4 Reply

3 days ago

@ finn. If you’re looking for the satanist, here you go. 
Mtnrunnr





Reply

3 days ago

Like I said, you have an inverted morality. You wouldn't know truth if it literally bit you on the butt.
Finn McCool





1 2 Reply

3 days agoMtnrunnr

so everyone knows to spit and punch and pull hair when they walk by.





9 1 Reply

3 days ago

How does one know if one has covid?

Answer; you take a test, a PCR test.

Trouble is the PCR test is a fraud.

It is no secret that the so-called PCR test is manipulated at the manufacturer to achieve what ever
percentage of false positives the criminal gang desires.

They do this by either increasing or decreasing the "Cycle Threshold" (CT) which refers to how much the
sample will be amplified.

Any amplification greater that a CT of 30 will find anything you are looking for.

In other words a 97% false positive rate.

I believe a CT of 30 or more was typical.

Don't believe me?

The inventor of the PCR amplification method (an important research tool) Kary Mullis said the same thing
himself on many occasions.

What does that mean?

It means that the whole covid thing was a mainstream media/corrupt government induced mass hysteria.

To scare as many people as possible to get a poisonous injection

You think this is far-fetched?

You think "they" wouldn't do something so evil and murderous?

Look at what they are doing in Gaza

Then get back to me. 

The big diet - it's coming





5 1 Reply

3 days ago

It's easier to say the live virus was never isolated. 

Covid19 was the most successful marketing campaign we've ever witnessed. 

Unless you want to highlight "patriotism" as a marketing campaign, then I would say that takes the
cake.  

KidA





4 2 Reply

3 days ago

I completely disagree

The test is a fraud

The fraud is the foundation of the scam

Regarding viruses 

That's a wild goose chase

I say don't complicate it . 

 

The big diet - it's coming





2 1 Reply

3 days ago

It's really not complicated. You need a middle school biology education. 
KidA





3 2 Reply

3 days ago

No, no no, 

All you need is common sense

What you're referring to is technical knowledge

Which in itself may be bullshit

If the test is a fraud 

The whole thing is a fraud

Regarding viruses 

I'm starting to suspect 

They are more about selling snake oil

Than any thing else

If they exist at all

The big diet - it's coming





2

3 days ago

“May be bullshit”. 
 

which part? The primers? The melting temp? The bases? The DNA? The protein cost? The
enzymes?

Mtnrunnr





1 1

3 days ago

You are aware aren't you that there are no

Long term studies on vaccines with a control group

That means that vaccines are snake oil

And viruses are suspect

Unless you can direct me to one

I've been looking

The big diet - it's coming





2

3 days ago

Which part of that last comment has anything to do with PCR?

 

Smallpox doesn’t exist any more. That’s your long term study dumbass. 

Mtnrunnr





1 1

3 days ago

Why no long term studies?

How do you know if vaccines work?

It's really starting to look like a murderous scam

For instance;

The definition of Polio was changed

Right after the "vaccine" was introduced

That's why Polio went away. 

Again why no long term studies?

Isn't that how you tell if they work?

The big diet - it's coming





2

3 days ago

This has nothing to do with PCR. Try again bot.
Mtnrunnr





2 2 Reply

3 days ago

You're the one complicating it with that jumble you just typed.
BroadcastStorm





1 Reply

3 days ago

Explain
The big diet - it's coming





Reply

3 days ago

It is not ''a wild goose chase''. It is the search for truth. ''a wild goose chase'' is gatekeeper talk.
del bigtree stuff.

The foundation of the scam is the non existent virus. No virus = no vaccines, no tests, no masks,
no ...................................

That goes for all viruses. Surely you see this?

 

toejam





3 Reply

3 days ago

It was
Mtnrunnr





3 Reply

3 days ago

how does PCR work? You sound like such an expert - how does it work?
Mtnrunnr





3 days ago

Do I need to be a PHD to figure out these things for myself?

Do you?

It is an amplification method to determine if there is specific nucleic material in the sample

The Cycle Threshold (CT) means the number of amplifications

If you amplify the sample too many times, over a CT of 30

It will pick up minuscule background-noise like indications of 

Anything thing you want to find

If you want to learn more 

Check out Offguardian.org

They have lots of info there .

The big diet - it's coming



1 1 Reply

They have lots of info there .

 

 





3 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

You explained nothing. 
 

you don’t need a PhD. It’s biology 101. But obviously you haven’t even taken the time to learn
the first thing about it. 

Mtnrunnr





1 Reply

3 days ago

That's your problem

 

The big diet - it's coming





3

3 days ago

Bot
Mtnrunnr





9 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

A vaccine for what, exactly? Not specified in the article. 
wellwaddyaknow





3 Reply

3 days ago

Specifics don't matter at the Hedge.
Dark Martin





1 Reply

3 days ago

Not until the 5th paragraph is covid mentioned , and only indirectly  in passing. Is this merely poor
writing or deliberate elision?

wellwaddyaknow





9 Reply

3 days ago

Burn in Hell
OKUSA





4 Reply

3 days ago

But first hanged, drawn, and quartered. 
FUKK OFF





Reply

3 days ago

Yep. The buck stops here.
Sergio1





Reply

3 days ago

but first skinned alive, then hog-tied and thrown into a pig pen full of hungry pigs
WakeUpPeeeeeople





8 1 Reply

3 days ago

Pandemic?? It was all theater! STAGED! FAKE!

I knew most people are idiots, but didn't know to what degree until they lined up fo' da jab!

freechurro





8 Reply

PREMIUM 3 days ago

Same idiots were threatening us and calling us names are now claiming they had no other choice.

HankLove

lined up fo' da jab!





8 Reply

3 days ago

How many people has this killed already? And continues to do so?
Krink26





4 1 Reply

3 days ago

We will never know.  The people counting (CDC) have a lot of incentives to not track this data.
Biden's stained t-back





2 Reply

3 days ago

Millions worldwide for sure. If you got the fake jab and died after, that's what it was from in I would
say 90% of cases.

Swampthedrain





1 Reply

3 days ago

no one is counting
Okinawa.nishihara





8 Reply

3 days ago

I'll never understand how anyone just blindly follows any government guidelines or suggestions.
BCMaxx99





2 Reply

3 days ago

There's a distinct correlation between tv watching and obedience.
Savvy





2 Reply

3 days ago

Economic extortion was utilized by the government and private sector. No jab, no job.
bkwaz4





1 Reply

3 days ago

BECAUSE THEY WENT TO SCHOOL AT THE EARLIEST STAGES OF THEIR LIVES.

Ahmeexnal

I'll never understand how anyone just blindly follows any government
guidelines or suggestions.





8 Reply

3 days ago

it is so rare side effects.... my 3 friends all brothers took the jab.. two died within 30 days heart implosion the
third 6 months and on a vent he is now unable to walk and he was a muscle head...i want these people all
dead for what they did...

El-Fykwit





8 Reply

3 days ago

The people who are part of this biomedical experiment are starting to understand why most dont report
being the victim of a scam.

Its embarrassing to realize you've been duped.

3.14159





8 Reply

PREMIUM 3 days ago (Edited)

I think death is more than a side effect, as it’s untreatable and permanent. Many so called “doctors” are too
lazy and afraid to report side effects anyway. So, I would take issue with the word “rare”. The headline
should read “Astra Zeneca pulls so called vaccine, as the deaths go beyond usual acceptable collateral
damage.” Let’s not pussyfoot around the wording of Headline. They are complicit, to say the least.

USSA émigré





3 Reply

3 days ago

Many would call it murder. Just saying.
teolawki





8 Reply

3 days ago

Serious side affects are at a minimum 1 in 800 doses. 13.57bn jabs given, do the math?

https://makismd.substack.com/p/turbo-cancer-literature-is-growing?utm_medium=reader2

Oh dear, what a shame... never mind.

Axadea666





Reply

3 days ago

It was hell of a lot worse for AZ. In Denmark when they pulled it, 20% of recipients had reportable side
effects requiring medical intervention! A few months later when they had given a million something
Pfizer shots or like 20 times that of AZ, the side effects reported for AZ and Pfizer were the same. And
Pfizer's side effect profile is unacceptable.........

flrzero





1 Reply

3 days ago

Greased palms will overlook a lot of things..
Canuckistanian





8 Reply

3 days ago

So its been three years now since the onset of Covid. Shouldn't everyone who did NOT take the jab be
dead? 

mojo_jojo





1 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

LOL, don't believe every conspiracy theory, those are to discredit the conspiracy theorists.
On a heavier note, lot and lots of people suffered from serious side-effects.(Edit: from the poison-shot,
obviously)
 

Censored_





1 1 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

Like on the cruise ship Diamond Princess? THAT is what clued me in, that it wasn't going to be the
killer that the media WANTED ...

AND, once again, NO ONE remembers the early months of this fiasco, where a cruise ship or two were
found to be carrying infected passengers (and some crew). Does literally everyone here have the
memory depth of a gnat?

Ident 7700 economy





8 Reply

3 days ago

Is the side effect cancer, or "sudden death?"

Asking for a friend.

toady





Reply

3 days ago

Its the same now - turbo cancer is suddenish death
TokyoJoe2





8 Reply

3 days ago

AZ is the first, soon Pfizer and ModeRNA will follow.

Unfortunately it will be too late for the approx. 80% of useful idiots who took the vaxx in the Western World.

Monkey Wrench





1 Reply

3 days ago

The ones who are not dead are complaining about all sorts of strange symptoms depending on which
organ the spike protein affects the most.

Son of Loki





Reply

3 days ago

I thought Pfizer had immunity against any and all prosecution. Our Government wanted to protect
them as they knew what was going to happen of course. I am not sure about the other two? I am
guessing AZ did not, and that’s what prompted this move, but who really knows anything anymore
right?

Stu59





1 Reply

3 days ago

They have immunity unless they committed fraud in some fashion.
resetitalready





Reply

3 days ago

the fraud is strong in this one.

May the 4th be with you!

Rolling all day





8 Reply

3 days ago

After 3 years, most still don't get it.
Farmerz





5 1 Reply

3 days ago

their ego prevents them from thinking clearly
liberty2day





4 Reply

3 days ago

Combined with the self realization that they have killed themselves and their children. 
Cloud9.5





Reply

3 days ago

I think many do - they cannot admit yet mostly but many do, colleagues and friends are getting wise.
TokyoJoe2





Reply

3 days ago

After next 3 years, most of the vaxxxxed will be probably dead.   https://t.me/covidbc/17605
No-Go zone





8 1 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

No problem.

For each lethal vaxxine pulled from the market, Bill Gates and his pals are developing 10 others.

I prefer to trust my immune system, a human immune system which has been developed and evolved over
100,000 years to fight diseases.

https://www.politico.com/news/2022/09/14/global-covid-pandemic-response-bill-gates-partners-00053969

CheapBastard





1 1 Reply

3 days ago

over 4 billions years, hundreds of millions of iterations, by definition, every last organism that led to
YOU survived 100% of the time, due to its perfectly evolved immune system.

liberty2day





8 Reply

3 days ago

It's OK they have immunity. Everything is fine, the share price should remain stable.
INANEnINSANE





1 1 Reply

3 days ago

Just ban shorting of this particular stonk, and everything's AOC--excuse me, I mean, AOK.
Icarus Flu





7 Reply

2 days ago

2021: "safe and effective"

2022: "conspiracy antivax loons"

2023: "incredibly rare side effects"

2024: "well, rare then."

2025: "more people saved than harmed"

2026: "...er probably."

2027: "we're immune from prosecution so FU."

2028: "no, fraud doesn't vitiate everything, we were helping you don't you see?"

2029: "you're almost all dead now, what's the point in locking us up?"

2030: "what do mean, 4 scapegoats isn't enough revenge?"

Juche Tony





7 Reply

2 days ago

The Cuomo brother are out there right now saying we did not have to abide by any restriction in NY, and oh
yeah, Ivermectin works.  I seem to remember police tackling a young women in the subway for not having
her mask on right.  We will not forget, or forgive.  I pray every night all of them from Fauci down get
punished in some way for all they did.  Every governor, every doctor and nurse, hospitals CDC etc needs to
have some kind of punishment.

marieeiram





4 Reply

2 days ago

I fantasize about locking fauci's head in a box full of sand fleas.
Savvy





1 Reply

2 days ago

Fauci should be injected repeatedly with science juice until he stops breathing. I bet he'd scream
like a little girl when he discvers that's his fate.

The Deplorable Goblin Front Hole





2 Reply

2 days ago

Please, Lord, hear our prayer. 
AimeeZH





1 Reply

2 days ago

there wasn't one Western country that didn't go total fascist. Some of the stories and videos coming
out were horrendous, and I'll never trust a Western bureaucrat, politician or policeman ever again.

Juche Tony





7 Reply

2 days ago

Now that is a Frankenstein condition -

Thrombosis is the formation of a blood clot inside a blood vessel or a chamber of the heart.

Platelets are the blood cells that form blood clots to help stop bleeding. Without platelets your blood
doesn't want to clot..

Thrombocytopenia is a condition of low platelet count that can result in "bleeding problems" (in other
words, your blood doesn't want to clot if you are cut, for example). 

So, what you have here is clotting along with a low platelet condition that normally should otherwise prevent
clotting..  that's as weird as suffocating in a hyperbaric oxygen chamber..

Before the "clot shot", nobody had ever seen "Thrombosis with Thrombocytopenia Syndrome"

Steeley

Thrombosis with Thrombocytopenia Syndrome?





Reply

2 days ago

there were some videos circulating of German experts analysing blood, very early on, who spotted
this. They implored the jabbed to get a D-Dimer test, as 68% of the subjects tested had this problem.

Juche Tony





7 1 Reply

3 days ago

Brain bleeding, heart damage and turbo cancer, all gifts from the experimental vaccines they tried to force
you to take it. 

paranoid.dragon





7 Reply

3 days ago

The less talked about is how many Animals did they inject this shit into? No one seems to talk about that.
Bill of Rights





2 Reply

3 days ago

Well, they all died. So not much to talk about beyond that.
MontaElTigre





5 Reply

3 days ago

Not those animals the ones you EAT.
Bill of Rights





7 1 Reply

3 days ago

Everyone that mandates vaccines needs to be put in prison. 

That includes governments, businesses, and school administrators. 

paranoid.dragon





5 Reply

3 days ago

Everyone that used threats, coercion, fraud, lies or deciet to push the jabs, is complicit in mass
murder. 

desertdog





3 1 Reply

2 days ago

It's a shame about those liability waivers and that government immunity stuff, ain't it? 

Damn shame. 

Russian Misinformation





7 Reply

3 days ago

Since when did “lefties” start shilling for billion dollar pharmaceutical companies?

Ohh… that’s right, when it means they gain power lefties will do anything.

BadApple





7 Reply

3 days agoAhmeexnal

NOW YOU KNOW WHY THE PROSECUTION UNEXPECTEDLY PUT UP
STORMY ON THE STAND THE SAME DAY THIS WAS ANNOUNCED.

THIS IS NOT BEING ROTATED ON MSM. IT'S ALL ABOUT STORMY'S
ROMANTIC PORN STORY WITH THE FATHER OF THE COVID VAXXXINES.





7 1 Reply

3 days ago

CDC and FDA will never be trusted again. 
Biden's stained t-back





6 Reply

3 days ago

The FDA has been lying for years about nutrition… trusting any of these scumbags was not shrewd.   
TrippyCat





Reply

3 days ago

You are implying they were ever trusted.
CommonSenseGone





7 Reply

3 days ago

This is why you wait despite the hysteria:  it takes several years AT LEAST for all of the information to come
out about new medical treatments.  All drug trials MUST be done double blinded by a third party.

Eigenmetric Knot Soliton





4 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

Or you don't even trust the bastards. Now they're putting graphene oxide nanotechnology in other
vaccines.  That's the main ingredient in the fake covid vax. Graphene oxide is excited with 5G
radiation technology causing cancers and other sickness.  No trial is going to reveal that.

Swampthedrain





7 Reply

3 days ago

The whole world became lab rats for the  most sinister drug trial ever. Some got placebos, others got
varying doses of the poison. All done without informed consent. Millions in health care, govt. and media
should hang. Then there’s the WHO, CDC, and FDA. There’s a special place in hell waiting for them.

markar





7 1 Reply

3 days ago

"Rare" my ass.
TheFontOfTruth





7 Reply

3 days ago

The only immunity from the vaccines was that given to the manufacturers.
Angle





7 1 Reply

3 days ago

"We are incredibly proud of the role Vaxzevria played in ending th̶̶e ̶ g̶̶lo̶̶b̶a̶l  ̶p̶̶a̶n̶de̶m̶̶ic̶ ̶lives"

Fixed it.

Jack Offelday





3 Reply

3 days ago

pointless lives. 
That pod





7 1 Reply

3 days ago

Payload secured!

"At this point, what difference does it make?"

Now, the ass-covering truly begins!

"Golly gee, we didn't KNOW that our "vaccine" would be responsible for these severe effects."

"But, we're all good now, right?"

The Comedianbrah





7 1 Reply

3 days ago

I’m sure the CDC is redefining the word rare just like they redefined the word vaccine. 
Frank Lee Cynical





7 1 Reply

3 days ago

No surprise the AstraZeneca vax is being withdrawn. Back in 2021, it killed the 59 year-old wife of a friend
of mine—within 2 weeks of taking the shot. Hospital doctors were puzzled as to what caused her body to
shut down, causing her to frequently spasm…lungs filling with fluid. All they could be sure of was that she
didn’t have Covid. My friend (who also had the AS vax) was distraught but refused to believe it was the vax,
after all it didn’t seem to affect him at the time. Last year, however, he needed a heart bypass op but,
occurring as it did a couple of years after being vaxed, he again didn’t think it was the culprit. I dare not
raise this latest news with him. He’ll accuse me of being insensitive. He’s still grieving for his late wife so I
doubt he’ll want to reopen wounds and join any lawsuit. Bastards deserve to be jailed.

risk.averse





7 Reply

3 days ago

The U.S. has recorded over 1 million excess deaths among people aged 65 and older since the rollout of
COVID-19 vaccines.

https://www.vaccinedeaths.com/2024-04-04-us-records-1m-excess-deaths-vaccine-rollout.html  

Enraged





1 14 Reply

3 days ago

Correlation is not causation.
DogFleas





Reply

3 days ago

Absolutely right. It was probably Trump ot W did it.
Baer Creighton





1 Reply

3 days ago

Your generic statement doesn't prove him wrong. 
desertdog





3 Reply

PREMIUM 3 days ago

Where there's smoke there's fire.

What goes around comes around.

A stick has two ends.

Care to add?

Haywood_Jablomi







3



1 Reply

3 days ago

That's idiotic in this context. In epidemiology you would have to offer some alternative explanation
for the excess morbidity. 

MeinSchleppenPfeffer





2 Reply

3 days ago

A pandemic, perhaps?
Mtnrunnr





2 Reply

3 days ago

If a dog has fleas it will scratch. This, of course, is simple to observe and deduce.

There are thousands of things that can go wrong when tinkering with the immune system. Until our
understanding grows, vaccines should be considered experimental for at least five years and
perhaps 10 if they are going to be "mandated". Nobody should be forced to take an unproven
concoction.

edotabin





3 Reply

3 days ago

WE understand vaccines pretty well. YOU don’t. There is a significant difference. 
 

YOU aren’t required to take any. Stop getting in OUR way. 

Mtnrunnr





1 Reply

3 days ago

Well, i think millions were given a very difficult choice: Job or vax.

It's kinda hard to deny that.

edotabin





1 2 Reply

3 days ago

It’s almost like we had a pandemic or something. 
Mtnrunnr





3 1 Reply

3 days ago

Only pussies thought we had an actual pandemic. 
desertdog




3 Reply

3 days ago

Seven million plus people didn't die of just the sniffles.
DogFleas





3 Reply

3 days ago

There were zero excess deaths prior to the vaccines. The official record proves this. 
MeinSchleppenPfeffer





2

3 days ago

1, this is false. 2, viruses spread numbnuts. Remember when we locked down to stop
transmission? Turns out it slowed the spread. 

Mtnrunnr





Reply

3 days ago

Pussy
desertdog





2 Reply

3 days ago

You just referenced the death anomaly. 
Mtnrunnr





Reply

3 days ago

Who put sand in your vagina? 
desertdog





2

3 days ago

Good one 
Mtnrunnr





Reply

3 days ago

you really aren't very bright, are you? 
MeinSchleppenPfeffer





7 Reply

3 days ago

Ya... still don't regret not taking it... warned people close to me.. some are still taking boosters as
recommended by the Dr.  .. I've made my peace..

The only explanation I have for the last 5 years is... our gov't hates us.. sadly.. not enough people realize
this.

Canuckistanian





3 Reply

3 days ago

You told me that everyone (literally everyone) who took it would die. I’m still here. 
Mtnrunnr





7 Reply

3 days ago

They are NOT vaccines.
LittleGreenMan





1 Reply

3 days ago

Even if they were...
razorthin





7 Reply

3 days ago

Saved 6.5 million lives. The biggest crock of bullshit ever.

The AZ vaccine was grossly ineffective. It hardly hit 50% in the rigged trials, and even the nutjobs in the US
did not approve it.

Denmark and Norway pulled it already in March 2021.

My conservative measure ist that it probably killed about 4 million people and caused serious injury to 40
million. In 2021 I lived in the south pacific where it became compulsory for people holding a job thanks to a
psychopathic prime minister. The deadline was Nov 30. Our best security guard, who was unusual (for a
pacific islander) in being very fit and also the best of the bunch, basically had a full bodily function
breakdown and died on Dec 4, 2021. #$#$#%$ criminals.

flrzero





Reply

3 days ago

The great part is that they were the ones who did the "trials", and of course they were shown to be
effective, because any negative outcomes where not permitted. That's how this game is played.

 

nowhereman





1 Reply

3 days ago

“My conservative measure” lol. What? Just things you feel to be true? 4 million? Why not 4 billion? 40
billion even! 

Mtnrunnr





7 Reply

PREMIUM 3 days ago

The liability protections the vaccine manufacturers, distributors, and administrators have in this entire supply
chain is the real criminal part of government. This is the disconnect that people who support these
"vaccines" won't acknowledge. If it's so great, why do they need the liability protections?

Catullus





1 Reply

3 days ago

That was my RED PILL moment!
TheGreatZHReset





7 1 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

Criminality of mass murder. Where are the charges and arrests?

The CDC admitted they lied about the safety of these injections claiming they knew of no deaths from the
trials when they in fact they knew before that people had died in the trial stages.

They lied in a complicit manner with the pharmaceutical companies and they caused mass murder.

They did it for money.

Where are the indictments and arrests? 

RoboFascist 1st





7 Reply

3 days ago

After about May when this whole scamdemic started my wife and I started realizing...nobody we know,
nobody they know, nobody we come in contact with on a daily basis is getting sick or dying. That's when
we thought something else really evil is going on here. When they then rushed this vaxxine to the market
and threatened everyone that did it for me. I knew this wasn't good. I started researching and found out
what these shots really did. I'm sorry for the people who took them but you have to listen to your gut. It's
always right. 

Toomuchtruth





5 Reply

3 days ago

Number of people I know that died from CV:

0.

Number of people I know that had "something" happen after 

💉

:

3.

Swirling Diarrhea Tornado





1 Reply

3 days ago

Does anyone know someone who died OF covid not WITH covid? I don't
TokyoJoe2





7 Reply

3 days ago

Doesn't prevent transmission.

Doesn't prevent infection.

Doesn't prevent severe cases.

Useless. At best.

Swirling Diarrhea Tornado





2 Reply

3 days ago

EXACTLY! The reality is 99.9999% of the deaths from/with covid were/are OLD (median age 82),
and/or OBESE, and/or COMORBID. Yet the common cows bought into the progressive elites push to
poison the population. Even to this day there are idiots lining up to get their new booster when it does
NOTHING to stop transmission or infection. People are morons. 

yerfej





3 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

I've asked the vax-tards here. Dared them! By name!

Tell me what the jibjab supposedly does!

Not one has ever answered! How embarrassing!  

😂

Swirling Diarrhea Tornado





5 Reply

3 days ago

Increases transmission

Increases infection

increases severe cases

Bioweapon

Demorcommies





Reply

3 days ago

Safe and effective
DrakeProto





7 Reply

3 days ago

"We are incredibly proud of the role Vaxzevria played in ending the global pandemic."

what role would that be considering none of them were proven to prevent infection nor transmission.

12Doberman





1 Reply

3 days ago

Once we were “allowed” to co-mingle, herd immunity took over. Like the human body is supposed to
work. Never was the human body meant to receive manmade drugs by those playing God!

Stu59





7 Reply

3 days ago

now they pull it.  stupid limeys.  lol
buzzsaw99





2 1 Reply

3 days ago

Pull it

--- Silverstein

BroadcastStorm





Reply

3 days ago

Thankfully they can still get the fizer and murderner so no need to panic
TokyoJoe2





7 Reply

PREMIUM 3 days ago

I'm sorry but unless you were being forced to take that poison or lose your job, you were an idiot for getting
jabbed.

BradMd





1 1 Reply

3 days ago

it is just a stupid job.
liberty2day





4 Reply

3 days ago

You are not your job.

/T. Durden

Delbert Grady's Corrective Method





3 Reply

3 days ago

^^^ Actually read the book! ^^^
The real jo blo





8 Reply

3 days ago

And if the job was forcing you to get it, go get a different job. No job is worth your life.
SERReal1





3 Reply

3 days ago

Easier said than done.  It took me over a year and I make 1/3 less $ now.
Hexagram64





3 1 Reply

3 days ago

win some lose some.  i made more.
liberty2day





2 Reply

3 days ago

Yes it took me 7 months to find another job.  
spiroagnew





Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

Yes, sometimes doing the right thing is hard. You still do it. 
 

My wife and I both told our companies “no!” and neither of us lost our job. 

Silver_bug





3 Reply

3 days ago

While working overseas a certain country made it extremely difficult to do anything without having their
"papers" in order.  I left.

spiroagnew





2 1 Reply

3 days ago

that is what a smart person does, retreats, thinks it through, regroups
liberty2day





Reply

3 days ago

It was a hell of a pysop - I agree with your statement mostly but my spouse and family are not all
stupid. I tried and failed to wake them up - we should focus on the twunts who did this and kill them
slowly

TokyoJoe2





Reply

3 days ago

Even if your job was on the line. 
Silver_bug





7 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

You mean the"vaccine" that they themselves admit didn't stop transmission?

Or didn't reduce the chances of catching it?

That one?

Right. Got it. 

Cernunnos

"We are incredibly proud of the role Vaxzevria played in ending the global pandemic





7 1 Reply

3 days ago

So they are doubling down on the bullshit.

Cardinal Fang

According to independent estimates, over 6.5 million lives were saved in the first
year of use alone
 





7 Reply

3 days ago

AstraZeneca looks for a rare side effect to justify withdrawing of the Vaccine . When millions are disable and
dead due to the Clot shots. 

Lawyers both sides will make money from this

Obamanism666





6 Reply

3 days ago

They killed so many and while doing so they opened up the borders and let all these vermin walk right in as
replacements so no one would notice.

Bill of Rights





Reply

3 days ago

Dat’s… 
kscubfan





Reply

2 days ago

one of the reasons was from China: immediately after the jabs were rolled out, mobile phone
subscriptions dropped by 27 million. People started asking "why would 27m fewer people suddenly
own phones?"

Import millions of replacements for the dead jabbed, and that particular data set is no longer a
contraindication.

Juche Tony





6 Reply

3 days ago

The people in Australia and UK should be gathering  up all the Politicians, Police and  Health prioviders who
pushed this shit and Stone them all in the same pit then fill it with Concrete. 

Bill of Rights





6 1 Reply

3 days ago

The clotting and cardio-vascular events we know of (strokes/aneurysms/heart attacks).

Now the growing neurological disorders. Personally know three people who are newly diagnosed with
Parkinsons/and limb mobility disorders.

Next, the cancers that we know are exploding in young, healthy people.

We are less than three years in. What's next?...

boyplunger7777





1 Reply

3 days ago

2025 will be here soon.  We will soon know if deagle is correct. 
Cloud9.5





Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

what's next?

 

g.i. bleeds out the bunghole and eye sockets.  rectalitis.

buzzsaw99





1 Reply

3 days ago

Geert Vanden Bossche already said after the turbo cancers comes the next variant ( I believe the main
stream authorities are saying one call FLIRT is making the rounds now?) and it will wipe out the vaxxed
because it will bypass the boosters everyone got and attack their immune system. Don't know if it will
happen but the guy is a genius and even those in his field cannot understand his studies because they
are so advanced. We will see. 

RozKo





Reply

2 days ago

technically, it's not a variant, AFAIK, as it will be a new strain, specifically engineered to bypass any
protection the jabs may give, as per the original strain. Since the immune system was hijacked to
only protect against one variant, the jabbed immune systems can no longer adapt to a new illness,
hence the trouble they are having shaking off even the mildest infection.

So when the new strain is released, I'm guessing December 2024, the vaxxed will drop like flies.
The good news is, the unjabbed will barely notice, the bad news is we're going to have another
round of lockdowns, emergencies and general unpleasantness. And, to make it worse, if we
approve the WHO pandemic treaty, they will legally be allowed to force-vax us.

Juche Tony





6 2 Reply

3 days ago

The deadliest mass side effect people are going to start seeing from all of these mRNA vaccinations is
spinal cancer. 

Our media will not report it, but it is becoming very common with people that were vaxxed.

smp21





1 Reply

3 days ago

Link?
Swirling Diarrhea Tornado





3 Reply

3 days ago

Do your own research, there is plenty of it floating out there and I just watched my mother die from
spinal cancer 2 months ago despite the fact our family has no history of it.

Now my sister at 60 has been diagnosed with it as well.

Common link? Both of them got mRNA vaxxes (Moderna & Pfizer).

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8417681/

smp21





1 10 Reply

3 days ago

There is no link, of course.
DogFleas





4 Reply

3 days ago

Oh lookie!

Another successful GED graduate!

/BLOCKED

smp21





7 Reply

3 days ago

The truth is too much for you, snowflake?
DogFleas





1

3 days agoAhmeexnal

KEEP VAXXXING AND DIE, NAZI POS.





1

3 days ago

DogFleas got the itchies again. Take Ivermectin fool !!
PAsucks





3 days ago

makismd.substack.com
TRM





Reply

3 days ago

makismd.substack.com
TRM





1 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

Three of my close friends! My father, 3 days after getting vaxxed in wheel chair for 2 years! My uncle
heart attack (which family doctor relates to vax)! Both hardworkers before retirement!

Pythagoras





1 Reply

3 days ago

makismd.substack.com
TRM





6 Reply

3 days ago

They are 'incredibly proud of the role Vaxzevria played in ending the global pandemic.'

They still tout the lie their product saved lives.

Not one of of these jab producers has proven their jabs saved even one life!  Anywhere on the planet!  Not
even in their sham trials!

'I think it saved lives' is not proof.

On the other hand, millions are proven to be dead and injured.

 

MrBoompi





6 2 Reply

3 days ago

Kissinger quote from a speech to the WHO Council on Eugenics, February 25th 2009:

“Once the herd accepts mandatory vaccinations, It’s GAME OVER. They will accept anything, forcible blood
or organ donation, “for the greater good”. We can genetically modify children and sterilize them, “for the
greater good”. Control sheep minds and you control the herd. Vaccine makers stand to make billions. And
many of you in this room are investors. It’s a BIG win/win. We thin out the herd, and the herd pays us for
extermination services”.   Henry Kissinger

https://tapnewswire.com/2021/06/a-quote-from-a-speech-by-henry-kissinger-2009-courtesy-of-
danceaway/  

Enraged





3 days ago

Bro, this is literally made up.  
 

Mtnrunnr



1 3 Reply

 

someone here is a sheep, and it isn’t me. 





1 Reply

PREMIUM 3 days ago

You may not be a sheep but you are an ass.

Phoenix Pilgrim





Reply

3 days ago

And yet, where is Henry now? As we speak he is burning in eternal hell. At this moment he would give
anything for a drop of filthy water to relieve his torment but, like the rich man-he had his power and
prestige and a long earthly life. Now that he is in Hell, the only thing has to look forward to is the final
judgement. Hope is  was worth it Henry.

Rock and Roll





Reply

3 days ago

Bullshit, Kissinger would not talk in such terms, only stupid people would believe it. There is no
credible original source.

Irq1





6 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

RARE ???  They are dropping like flies and the rare side effects are not rare at all. Reports of heart attacks,
inflamed hearts, turbo cancers, miscarriage's, nerve diseases etc are so bad that they were finally forced..
to pull it. 

2086





2 1 Reply

3 days ago

“Turbo cancer”. No practicing clinician has ever used that phrase. 
Mtnrunnr





2 Reply

3 days ago

Try again: Humanity Project - UK Cause of Death Project - Malignant Neoplasm Deaths Individual
Causes 15-44 (phinancetechnologies.com)

InsaneSanity




6 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

Vaxx is 100% damage guaranteed, it just majority of the damage is expressed later on. 

Medical scumbags are using that stats based on the fact that  if there is nothing seen within few months,
they say there is no side effect, but if you drop dead next year, they don't link it to the vaxx.

Billy Python





6 1 Reply

3 days ago

So we have billions of reconfigured genomes with non-human elements added along with as many doses of
included graphene oxide, what could be more evil than this?! The world has been turned into he77.

Solio





2 Reply

3 days ago

Why didn't you just type "hell"?
Hugh Mungus





1 Reply

3 days ago

Yeah, I think Big Tyler allows hell now.
Demologos





6 1 Reply

3 days ago

Side effect is SAFE:  Sudden Adult Fatal Event.
No-Go zone





6 1 Reply

3 days ago

"They're making $60 billion a year selling us vaccines, but they're making $500 billion a year selling the
remedies for the injuries caused by vaccines."  Robert F Kennedy, Jr.

Enraged





6 1 Reply

3 days ago

 I hope Berenson v Biden - my lawsuit against senior Biden Administration and Pfizer officials for their
conspiracy to force Twitter to ban me in 2021 - will provide at least a small measure of justice.

Turns out you are just as angry as I am about what the government and media did to us in 2021
(substack.com)

BugMan





6 1 Reply

3 days ago

Disgraced former New York Governor Andrew Cuomo (D), who resigned amid sexual harassment scandals,
admitted in a recent interview with so-called public health expert and COVID-19 vaccine advocate Leana
Wen that his administration never had the actual authority to enforce pandemic mandates, despite
imposing them with a tyrannical approach during the COVID-19 crisis.

Disgraced Former NY Governor Andrew Cuomo Now Admits Government's Lack of Authority to Enforce
Mandates Despite Acting Like a Tyrant During Pandemic: 'It Was All Voluntary' (VIDEO) | The Gateway
Pundit | by Jim Hᴏft

BugMan





2 Reply

3 days ago

The Cuomos are moving to the right. They are not done. This is a family that had mob connections just
a generation ago. If anyone thinks Andrew Cuomo is letting Kathy Hochul and LeTITia James win, they
don't understand those two brothers.

Dionysius Crucified





3 Reply

3 days ago

They'll never move far enough for me ............... 2 douches ...............
Occams_Razor_Trader





6 Reply

3 days ago

And still the VA, which has one of the highest employee counts of all govt agencies, requires vaccination as
a condition for employment. Sickening. 

Bishy71





3 Reply

3 days ago

And people haven't wised up to the fact that recent "immigrant invaders" are not required to be
vaxxed, but you are.  Think about that for a second.

nowhereman





1 Reply

3 days ago

The fact that congress was exempt and the pharma companies have lawsuit protection were clues
that this was not about saving lives.

Bishy71





6 Reply

3 days ago

We warned you and you wanted to put us in concentration camps,

Enjoy the "mild and rare" death.

Fiscal Reality





6 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

When YOU are the experiment.

As for me? Still covid free. Still vax free. Still not a lab rat.

teolawki





6 Reply

3 days ago

▓▓▓▓ and effective
endthefed





6 Reply

3 days ago

Side effect #1 was that none of these actually prevent you from getting or transmitting the virus.  That
should have been enough.

khakuda





6 Reply

3 days ago

3 000 people killed on 9/11 - gov loses their shit, changes laws and goes on a ravenous witch hunt in the
Middle East virtually destroying countries for a ghostly figure that had nothing to do with it.

Many times more than that killed by a knowingly flawed and questionable jab - not only crickets, thunderous
encouragement (and funding!) for more jabs.

Who are the terrorists?

DrakeProto





6 Reply

3 days ago

Troubling that they are back to the drawing board for a more effective way to kill us.
Leaky Diane





6 Reply

3 days ago

Ive already told this story, but I'm gonna tell it again, because it's important.
An old Aunt of mine who was Quadruple-injected with the poison was admitted to the hospital for health-
related issues (non-Covid-related).
In the hospital she contracted Covid and was send home to die, because they could help her anymore.
A few days later she died.
That, ladies and gentlemen is the result of the criminal Pharma-mafia, incompetent politicians and a failing
Health-care system.

Censored_





6 Reply

3 days ago

re: "We are incredibly proud of the role Vaxzevria played in ending the global pandemic"

Yes, they are all dead.

Zeroscum





2 Reply

3 days ago

And dead people never get sick!
nonkjo





6 Reply

3 days ago

What does the 'safe and effective' crowd have in common with the climate cult crowd?

 

They both fervently push the idea that men get pregnant. 

 

Draw your own conclusions. 

wellwaddyaknow





6 1 Reply

3 days ago

Truths are coming to light, shots are dangerous to humans, Israelis are the US handlers, the frenzy killing in
Gaza is happening right now because all the news outlets including zerohedge are silent!

yMorH





1 1 Reply

3 days ago

Since we are talking about the clot shot....

there is plenty of boo hooing going on about the ME on another thread.

SkytrainC47





Reply

3 days ago

If you make it about others, it can never be about you. Therefore, you don't have to change the things
that you have in your control.

treasureX





6 1 Reply

3 days ago

They're just trying to downplay it with the "rare side effect" wording. 

Global population declined in 2023 and will decline in 2024.  This is the first time this has happened in 700
years, since the Black Death.  These are not "side effects," they're effects.  The vaccines are very effective.

BigPopper





3 Reply

3 days ago

Yep.

There are no such things as side effects.

There are only effects.

 

desertdog





6 Reply

3 days ago

Evil of incredible magnitude is standing in front of our eyes. Most refuse to see it, others go about there
business trying to ignore it, and the rest of us are in shock trying to understand how to exist in these times
of murder and lies.

Tao 4 the Show





2 Reply

3 days ago

The system is designed so that only a few can grind the system to a halt.  The few are absolutely
corrupt, scared or really dumb.

MAGAMAN





2 Reply

3 days ago

No one human, no matter how rich or powerful, could coordinate and carry out a such a
synchronized mass murder over the whole world. Even billionaires have their own ideas about
things and want to be 'the one' in charge so they always try to undermine their rivals, its human
nature. No, this was conducted by a being or group of beings not of our realm and who are in
control of all these billionaires. The evidence is overwhelming at this point, Satan, demons are real
and in control of our realm and this proves it. 

RozKo





1 2 Reply

3 days ago

Why do you promote Hillary Clinton? 
KidA





6 Reply

3 days ago

Get some good lawyers to show they knew this already and sue them out of business.
lakecity55





2 Reply

3 days ago

100%
Boomhauer





6 Reply

3 days ago

As I sit in the corner, wearing my tinfoil hat, asking, when will time-out be over?.
DickJones





6 Reply

3 days ago

Sure! It’s so “rare” that the heavily vaccinated countries are still seeing a 10-20% excess mortality rate.

Orange Man of course is still promoting himself as “the Father of the Vaccine.” 

Monkey Wrench

…Rare Side Effect





6 1 Reply

3 days ago

I sit back and laugh as I continue to read articles like this as they come out.  I am waiting for a third of
Europe and hopefully more in the US, to drop dead.  Its just a matter of time.  Pure bloods!

spiroagnew





7 Reply

3 days ago

They already are.  Excess deaths have skyrocketed.  It's just not getting reported.
Delbert Grady's Corrective Method





6 1 Reply

3 days ago

The long term side effects still haven't been realized.
BroadcastStorm





3 Reply

3 days ago

We need to have a little patience :)
Ted_010





Reply

PREMIUM 3 days ago

problem is they have already let our replacements in 

Sumarongi1





6 Reply

3 days ago

Meh, its prolly nothin. You rats are just getting uppity. Under the right conditions any mammal is capable of
producing 3ft long Fauci worms.

cowdiddly





3 Reply

3 days ago

Each having a face that is a cross between the "Aliens" creature and FowChee hisownself.
The real jo blo





6 Reply

3 days ago

25,000,000 deaths later but hey, they had a number of stellar Quarters and the Call Options were well in the
money.

CarlitosWay123





6 Reply

3 days ago

The fact they still call it a vaccine means it's not over.
Blue Roof Society





6 Reply

3 days ago

All of them are lying sleazy demon possessedC***Su*ckers!  ALL OF THEM ARE SCUMMY
TRASH/CRIMINALS.  ALL OF THEM. MURDERING POS

OrangeCircles100





6 Reply

3 days ago

Doesn’t J and J use essentially the same platform?  Nothing from them?  
Robert De Zero





7 Reply

3 days ago

It's already been pulled.
HarryBallsack





3 Reply

3 days ago

That’s good.  Thanks for bringing me up to speed.  
Robert De Zero





7 Reply

3 days ago

Sputnik V in Russia, also used the same basic platform.
Robert De Zero





6 Reply

3 days ago

Correct. They actually partnered with AstraZeneca during development and production.
TheUnderdog





2 Reply

3 days ago

I always thought Johnson & Johnson seemed like an appropriate metaphor for the vax.
Icarus Flu





9 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

That shit shot was pulled a year ago.  Look it up.

Not a whole Lotta news on that. First it got banned in other countries and then it got pulled by jj.  It
was kept very quiet because so many Americans would have freaked.

Now, just think about what that says about how very good they are at suppression and controlling the
narrative of what people know and are talking about.  It's scary.

Imaverb





6 Reply

PREMIUM 3 days ago (Edited)

Defund the NHS. 

and 

Compensate the "vaccinated"

richarda





5 Reply

3 days ago

Defund the pharmaceutical companies.

Jail the complicit ignorant.

Death penalty the knowing and willing.

TheUnderdog





6 Reply

3 days ago

81 reported deaths.  I'll be curious to see how many deaths they're conceding by this time next year.  In real
clinical trials of new drugs you'd be looking for side effects 10 years out, at least.  We've been through just 3
years.

This trial is being run by Bill Gates so it's like an MS software update.  Agile.  They didn't have time for the
testing so fck it.  

NoBigDeal





5 Reply

3 days ago

This is the testing.
What a mess_man





3 Reply

3 days ago

True.  By the end we will have a clear answer on its overall success or failure.  I think we're looking
at billions of deaths so the shots are an incredible success story for .gov.  Better than a world war.

NoBigDeal





6 1 Reply

3 days ago

"We demand compensation for you poisoning us with crap!  Intentionally?"

????

I think we are a tad beyond compensation.

 

Chargly





3 Reply

3 days ago

Please Mr Serial Killer billionaire person pay me a paltry sum of cash and I won't annoy you, maybe a
handout of a mere few thousand. Why are you still killing me?

-- People who don't understand if you don't execute serial killers, they keep coming back.

You can't vote tyrants out of power.

TheUnderdog





6 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

realnotrare.com

globoid

AstraZeneca Pulls Covid Vaccine After Admitting Rare Side Effect
 





5 Reply

2 days ago

The AstraZeneca jab is part of the scam. It didn't save 6 million. There's that 6 million number again. 
logically possible





5 Reply

2 days ago (Edited)

"According to independent estimates, over 6.5 million lives were saved in the first year of use alone"

I have been asking for over 2 years for documented proof these shots:

Prevented even ONE infection
Prevented even ONE transmission
Prevented even ONE hospitalization
Prevented even ONE death

...I'm still waiting

 

Pureblud





5 Reply

2 days ago

Millions of morons were willing to be injected with poison for a free cheese burger or slice of pizza . 
2willies





3 Reply

2 days ago

In Germany it was actually a "Bratwurst" often, lots of "memes".
Somebody from Berlin





Reply

2 days ago

Impfenwurst?
Juche Tony





5 1 Reply

2 days ago

It's a damn shame about those liability waivers. Otherwise, there might be a whole lot of people in a whole
lot of trouble right about now. 

Ah well! At this point, what difference does it make, amiright?

No harm done! I am sure all the right people dumped their shares at the optimal time! 

Russian Misinformation





Reply

2 days ago

"fraud vitiates everything".

the one variable they aren't sure of is whether Trump will pursue it if he is (s)elected.

Juche Tony





5 Reply

3 days ago

"Safe and effective"  - a complete lie.  Meanwhile they ridiculed the use of HCQ and Ivermectin - drugs so
old, all the side effects were known.

jammyjo





5 Reply

3 days ago

"We are incredibly proud of the role Vaxzevria played in ending the global pandemic. According to
independent estimates, over 6.5 million lives were saved in the first year of use alone and over three billion
doses were supplied globally," the company said in a statement. 

How could it of saved millions of lives, it does not prevent the spread of Covid?

jimbo13





4 Reply

PREMIUM 3 days ago

Repeat a lie often enough and it becomes the truth.

AKA Goebel Theory

HankLove

How could it…?





3 1 Reply

2 days ago

"Independent estimates"= A bunch of chimpanzees were given a calculator that spit out bananas. 

Russian Misinformation

According to independent estimates, over 6.5 million lives were saved in the
first year of use alone 





2 days ago

and, more importantly, how did they measure it? Raw data please, CDC.
Juche Tony



Reply

and, more importantly, how did they measure it? Raw data please, CDC.





5 1 Reply

3 days ago

I'm too jacked and tan to get the clot shot, or covid. Get boosted, suckers.
MontaElTigre





5 2 Reply

3 days ago

Ok! 

Why were babies and pregnant women being vaxxed for covid in the first place?  

https://www.infowars.com/posts/obgyn-doctor-calls-on-attorneys-to-sue-institutions-that-forced-
dangerous-covid-shots-on-babies-pregnant-women/

 

Chargly

SSM Health of St. Louis MO, a nearly $10 billion Catholic Hospital System,
terminated me on June 29, 2023 because I published extensively on the dangers of
the Covid-19 vaccines in pregnancy and testified on multiple high profile public
platforms including US Senate, and Tucker Carlson at Fox News as to the dangers
of the Covid-19 vaccines in pregnancy. I provided SSM Health with all this data and
my observations of adverse effects of the vaccine in my practice at SSM Health.
SSM-Health allegedly fired me for “no cause” and the CEO Kevin Elledge praised
me as a “model physician” for the SSM Health System and pointed out that my “no
cause” termination allowed me to continue employment for 120 days. When I
refused SSM’s bribe of about $100,000 and refused to sign a hush agreement, SSM
Health fired me immediately on June 29, 2023. Of note is that SSM Health
accepted 306.9 million dollars of US tax monies in early
2021.  https://americaoutloud.news/covid-19-government-relief-funds-turned-the-
healthcare-industry-on-its-head/…

It is likely that SSM Health and many other hospitals will be held accountable by
civil litigation in dead baby and damaged baby cases for pushing the vaccines in
their employers and pressuring their physicians and nurses to push these
dangerous vaccines in pregnancy. I will support this litigation – it is long overdue.
Justice will be served. I encourage Plaintiff’s attorneys to file civil litigation in these
cases. I encourage obstetricians to stand up and speak the truth. Since when was it
ever appropriate to push novel substances in pregnancy without long-term follow
up? Didn’t we learn from the disasters of Diethylstilbestrol (DES) and Thalidomide?





2 Reply

3 days agoAhmeexnal

THEY ARE RUNNING OUT OF FINGERS TO PLUG THE DAM.





2 Reply

3 days ago

You would think so. 

Is the fda or cdc on trial for crimes against humanity or still recommending infants 6 months and
older to get this shot?

How many "normal" vaccines do parents already get for their kids?  A few?   And are there
instances of the covid shot  just being included routinely?  Or parents trusting doctor's suggestions
just including routinely?  No one else has been in that sitch before?

 

Is this substance being required by all school children to attend school on the "vaccination
schedule"?  I've asked this question several times.  Are people confident regardless, covid vaccines
are not surreptitiously being added anyways?  

Chargly





5 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

Omicron ended the pandemic of the obese and the elderly.  The vaccines did nothing but make a few
people money and destroy immune systems. 

AgentXero





5 1 Reply

3 days ago

Those who took the jab are being rendered tarded, they can still live a kick ass all be it short life.
gunsfromthegrave





2 1 Reply

3 days ago

Yep!

The surface evidence is becoming impossible to ignore and I'll wager we start seeing people dying off
in huge numbers over the next few years.

smp21





7 Reply

3 days ago

You were saying that a few years ago.
DogFleas





2 Reply

3 days agoAhmeexnal

THERE'S SWEAT RUNNING DOWN YOUR FACE SON.





5 1 Reply

3 days ago

Who believes the GOV when they say their are only 30million illegals in the usa??? (been saying that for 20
years now).

Who believes the GOV when they say "rare"??

THEY ARE HIDING IN YOUR GOVENRMENT ARE THEY NOT





5 1 Reply

3 days ago

I cannot imagine what people feel like today who took this crap. Knowing how they were ultimately
deceived for years to only today admit the mistake.  Now, we right this wrong and doing the investigations
that put people on trial by asking them all to come clean. 

Everybody All American





10 Reply

3 days ago

I feel great.
DogFleas





8 Reply

3 days ago

Too bad.
CommonSenseGone





1 Reply

3 days ago

^PROUD SHEEPLE^
Quid Pro Joe





4 Reply

3 days ago

even though corrupt biden had multiple bouts of covid post full vaccination he continued to mandate
vaccinations of federal employees, et al.  my employer embraced this cr9p, tried to fire me for close to
2 years attempting to force vaccination, talked down to me and made it clear I was employed "at will"
and now doesn't understand why I am part of the "quiet quitting" crowd.    

Pretty Vacant





4 Reply

3 days ago

He got saline and a bunch of public unions excluded themselves.
bkwaz4





Reply

3 days ago

From what I can gather, they mostly do not think about it, because they're not prompted by the gov-
media complex to think about it. They will now mostly do & think what they're told.

Chandos III





5 Reply

3 days ago

Rare my ass.
BigJJ





1 Reply

3 days ago

Your ass is rare, there is only one.  Side effects and death?  Not so much.
Robert De Zero





5 Reply

3 days ago

"This decision marks the end of the vaccine once hailed as a "triumph for British science" by Boris
Johnson and credited with saving over six million lives..."

 

A narrative without any actual evidence to back it up.

moneybots





Reply

3 days ago

The bitch got a standing ovation at Wimbledon and a damehood. Sickening.
english serf





5 1 Reply

3 days ago

when a corrupt p.o.s government tells me to take a vaccine, i run away like forest gump
Bleep





5 Reply

3 days ago

Who estimated the number of lives saved? DOMINION?
behind the curtain





5 1 Reply

3 days ago

It's not a vaccine.

It's designed to kill.

They are covering up the actual death rates to protect their criminal selves.

bkwaz4





2 Reply

3 days ago

Why am I not dead?
DogFleas





1 Reply

3 days ago

The designers are as incompetent as they are corrupt. Look at fraudster fauchi.
bkwaz4





1 1 Reply

3 days ago

Because you either didn't get injected 

Or as one of the special people

Got the saline solution

 

The big diet - it's coming





Reply

3 days ago

Or wait for "events" to unfold as they must.
quasi_verbatim





1 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

Go get an aids test.

 

Or better yet, don't.  You are too mentally weak to handle the results. 

desertdog





Reply

3 days ago

Because it's BPH, not PC.
nerf_crotchbat





Reply

3 days ago

The whole world became lab rats for the  most sinister drug trial ever. Some got placebos, others
got varying doses of the poison. All done without informed consent. Millions in health care, govt.
and media should hang. Then there’s the WHO, CDC, and FDA. There’s a special place in hell
waiting for them.

markar





5 1 Reply

3 days ago

The rarest side effect is staying healthier and fitter through vaccinations.

Natural immunity tops everything in most categories.

Q_U_A_N_T_U_M





5 Reply

3 days ago

July 11, 2020:

John P.A. Ioannidis Departments of Medicine, of Epidemiology and Population Health, of Biomedical
Data Science, and of Statistics and Meta-Research Innovation Center at Stanford (METRICS),
Stanford University

Unvaxxed Covid Survival Rate

0-19 years old (99.9973%)

20-29 years old (99.9860%)

30-39 years old (99.9690%)

40-49 years old (99.9880%)

50-59 years old (99.7300%)

60-69 years old (99.4100%)

The infection fatality rate of COVID-19 inferred from seroprevalence data (stanford.edu)

BugMan





2 Reply

3 days ago

It was all known, right from the beginning.

It's amazing how many covidtards still don't see it. 

desertdog





1 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

Interesting if true.

Even 99.41% is 6 deaths in 1000 people who got covid.

Q_U_A_N_T_U_M





2 Reply

3 days ago

Elderly die sometimes when they get the flu. There is no significant difference. 
MeinSchleppenPfeffer





3 Reply

3 days ago

Decreased Bifidobacterium levels are observed in COVID-19 susceptibility states, including
old age, autoimmune disorder, and obesity. We hypothesize that Ivermectin, as a by-product
of Streptomyces fermentation, is capable of feeding Bifidobacterium, thereby possibly
preventing against COVID-19 susceptibilities. Moreover, Bifidobacterium may be capable of
boosting natural immunity, offering more direct COVID-19 protection

Microbiome-Based Hypothesis on Ivermectin's Mechanism in COVID-19: Ivermectin Feeds
Bifidobacteria to Boost Immunity - PubMed (nih.gov)

BugMan





5 1 Reply

3 days ago

Pretty much attempted murder on a daily basis.
KickIce





5 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

If they say, "We're form the government, and here to help." Slam the door in their face, lock it, and go grab
your gun.

Stupid is Expensive





Reply

3 days ago

Or crack open you door with the barrel peeking out and say (with gritted teeth)

"GET OFF MY LAWN"

TheGreatZHReset





5 Reply

3 days ago

I for one am happy to let these continue. You threatened me with my work and ability to go out. If after all
these years you still hold true the here is your Darwin Award. Leave me alone. 

I am Fester





5 Reply

3 days ago

Isn't amazing that politicians aren't reporting cancers etc? None of them took the shots because they were
exempt. Cruel world we live in. Sums it up.

seeohh





5 Reply

3 days ago

This looks like an attempt at distracting attention away from the real danger, the mRNA clot shots (Pfizer et
al). 

INGSOC





5 Reply

3 days ago

Well at least we still have our masks to protect us. 
DarthNewsom





1 Reply

3 days ago

From ugly people....
TheGreatZHReset





5 2 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

This days, every critisism of Big Money, big Jewish lobbies genocidal agenda is getting antisemetism lables

Next, asking the Vax's safty and effectiveness is too branded as one
 

fightback





3 Reply

3 days ago

You got it on the brain, strong, don't ya?
Ident 7700 economy





2 Reply

PREMIUM 3 days ago

Just look at the players.

LouTurks





3 Reply

3 days ago

Musk?
Ident 7700 economy





5 1 Reply

3 days ago

So the genociders waited over 3 years to admit the crime. At the hedge we knew this, I recall all the hedgers
frantically posting warnings from the censored doctors like an old stock tape ticker. We saved many. Thank
you all.

"The vaccine — called Vaxzevria and developed in partnership with the University of Oxford — has been
one of the main Covid-19 vaccines worldwide, with more than 3 billion doses supplied since the first was
administered in the United Kingdom on January 4, 2021."

So many "died suddenly" in the local news and obituaries in small Western NY.

It's appears to be a toxic potion to turn humans into machines slowly to resonate with the control grid. It
would explain why they kept recommending you get more and more--like upgrading a computer. This
sounds outrageous but we are dealing with the insane. Worth a listen.

https://ugetube.com/watch/harald-kautz-vella-and-dr-ana-maria-mihalcea-c19-shots-self-assembly-
nanomachines-and-the-transhuman_VFRQ6s9nb91SD3d.html

 

InfiniteIntellRules





5 1 Reply

3 days ago

If you where healthy it was even rarer to die from Covid-19. like 0,0001%
This was not a pandemic, but a population control experiment.

Censored_





5 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

Wow, those multi-year double-blind placebo controlled clinical trials to determine that the jabs are safe and
effective must have been flawed.

Oh wait....

DrakeProto





5 Reply

3 days ago

One drug is removed for "rare side effects" while others with numerous harmful side effects remain
available. 

It the modern world this somehow makes perfect sense. 

GeezerGeek





5 Reply

3 days ago

The wall of lies is crumbling. 
A Comrade of Proven Worth





5 Reply

3 days ago

(((Who))) runs AstraZenica?
China





1 1 Reply

3 days ago

the Pope
That pod





1 Reply

3 days ago

The pope's nose.
wellwaddyaknow





2 Reply

3 days ago

the same fine people that run Pfizer
Billy Python





5 1 Reply

3 days ago

I thought profit from criminal activity is illegal.

If I inject someone on the street with poison, and he dies, .gov will confiscate profits from the book I write
about it.

If i own a corporation, and sell poison, and force everyone to get injected, I get to keep the profits?

BunkerHunt





1 Reply

3 days ago

Fraud is a WILD CARD, in Western Law, the no-liability laws are worthless if someone brings a case.
MAGAMAN





Reply

3 days ago

As long as the big guy gets his 10%!
Silver_bug





5 1 Reply

3 days ago

Money already made.....lives already destroyed
ChatBot1000





2 Reply

3 days ago

Unfortunately, money is probably not the motivation of those at the top.
MAGAMAN





1 1 Reply

3 days ago

ya it is
Bleep





5 2 Reply

3 days ago

Governor Andrew Cuomo announces vaxxx lottery:

https://vid.puffyan.us/watch?v=gNx0Sj3wigg

[Vax-Injured] Ex-CNN Host Chris Cuomo Makes a Shocking Reversal on COVID 

https://vid.puffyan.us/watch?v=9_3f3Aa1EJc

BroadcastStorm





5 1 Reply

3 days ago

https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1338490171801661441

BroadcastStorm

First Vaccine Administered. Congratulations USA! Congratulations WORLD!

6:24 AM · Dec 14, 2020





5 Reply

3 days ago

Just rebrand it:
The AZ Clot Shot is a safe and effective way to avoid COVID mortality. This is done by inducing coronary and
pulmonary embolisms. Minor side effects such as premature death occurs in some patients.

ConanTheLibertarian





5 Reply

3 days ago

"6 million"

There it is again.

The disgusting GEWS can't help themselves.

BanjoMama





5 Reply

3 days ago

We GMO'd some folks.

Oops, sorry, our bad, anyway...

Andy's War_Hole





5 Reply

3 days ago

the Astra Zeneca covid vac is a vector vaccine. mRNA and vector vacs produce the same final result by
different delivery methods: free floating spike proteins in the bloodstream. 

bahian





4 3 Reply

3 days ago

ignored too is the graphene oxide nano razor blades Dr. Andreas Kalcker was assassinated days after
exposing it.

liberty2day





5 1 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

 

Some mentally ill people have Covid vaxx excitement, sort of like the thrill of Russian Roulette.

It's exciting for them to see what deadly illness they'll get from the vaxx.

At this point avoid any vaxx they are kill shots and these people are worse than Nazi's by 1000x

ObamaBidensucks





2 Reply

3 days ago

The good guys lost WWII and look how it's turned out. 

Don't believe the chewish propaganda and the 6 million lies.

Mile0





3 days ago

I dare anyone to try to find any stat that shows uptake, by nation, of the modRNA shots (as opposed to the
conventional vaxxes).  DOES NOT EXIST.

liberty2day
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5 2 Reply

conventional vaxxes).  DOES NOT EXIST.

 

oh, somebody knows the answer, but they are hiding it...





4 1 Reply

3 days ago

Can you clarify that a bit further?  I don't entirely understand what you're saying.

 

Chargly





2 Reply

3 days ago

Color me intrigued, as well.
Icarus Flu





Reply

3 days ago

I think he is saying that fewer people took the vax than advertised, but I'm biased because I know
this to be a fact in the US.

Early on when the "official stats" were saying that 80% were caxed I went county by county and
chaceked the numbers before they were scrubbed (I was in a small group of people who have done
this) and the number was around 50% and that if we believe that the counties didn't inflate the
numbers for payola (they did).

The only propaganda talking point that survived Covid and is coming from the Refime, the point that
everyone trusts for some unexplained reason is that specific number of vaxed that's so high it's
unbelievable. 

People believe it because they want to feel special I think. I don't have a need to feel superior to the
people who took it so I question it too.

So you see, I'm biased and is possible he is saying something else.

theendofish



5 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

 

When they say "safe and effective" are they referring to the safe they keep their money in? Because it
definitely isnt safe to take any of these deadly population reduction vaccines. Effective? at killing people.

I hope to see these people start getting shot and blown up over these intentionally harmful vaxxes.

Remember they want Carbon at Zero.

Why should they be allowed to prosper?

ObamaBidensucks





5 Reply

3 days ago

One down.

Next.

Robert De Zero





1 Reply

3 days ago

J&J two down
TokyoJoe2





4 Reply

2 days ago

Fourteen days  to flat line the curve.
TEATIME





4 Reply

2 days ago (Edited)

I still admire the stamina of doctors and nurses who after CONSTANT caring for patients that swamped the
hospitals were still able to do countless Tik Tok dance routines... What "HEROES"...!

Able Ape





2 Reply

2 days ago

the ambulance drivers had such a work ethic that they drove round, sirens blaring, with zero patients
inside during the "worst" of covid.

Juche Tony





4 Reply

2 days ago

Rare Complications?

I've seen estimates of 20-30 million dead just in India.

Onthebeach6





Reply

2 days ago

and at least one State, Uttar Pradesh, didn't even administer the jabs. So those 25 million in India
come from well under 1 bn people. Up to 5% dead already, and the problem is accelerating.

Juche Tony





4 Reply

2 days ago

Whoodathunkit!?!?

Oh that's right, everyone with more than 2 functioning brain cells.

johngaltfla





4 Reply

2 days ago

Millions of morons were willing to get up to 8 clot shots . 

i don't care if they want to kill themselves but it's their preachy  fucking attitude I can't stand . 

I know one who the  day after clot shot #5 has never been the same . She is 27 , can barely move , 

lost her job and a good part of her life . 

These fucking criminals need a Nuremberg trial and hanging . 

Soloamber





4 Reply

2 days ago

Rare side effect?

LOL

Al Capone





4 Reply

2 days ago

what a nightmare. I know some people forced to take it to keep their jobs with health issues now. 2 even
died. 

GREGORYII





1 Reply

2 days ago

"forced" is the wrong word. Language is important.

Noone was pinned down, noone had a gun aimed at their head.

Juche Tony





4 Reply

PREMIUM 2 days ago

Next, we'll be hearing that the parent company has been sold to Bayer.

SirBarksAlot





1 Reply

2 days ago

Or was secretly owned by Bayer already.
MoralsAreEssential





Reply

2 days ago

you have to admit, Bayer has upped their game since inventing Zyklon-B.
Juche Tony





4 1 Reply

2 days ago

John Kerry, Sarah Jessica Parker, and Stormy Daniels will be fine. 

The CDC said it was okay for them to take Ivermectin. 

Russian Misinformation





1 Reply

2 days ago

Stormy is complaining it made her tatas sag 
Jonis Pistov





2 Reply

2 days ago (Edited)

 

It made Stormy's tit milk taste like Garlic.

 

ObamaBidensucks





Reply

2 days ago

Matbe that's why she sort of balck outs . 
Soloamber





4 Reply

3 days ago

Translated from NewSpeak: at least six million confirmed kills from the sheeple shot. 

 

IRC162

the vaccine once hailed as a "triumph for British science" by Boris Johnson
and credited with saving over six million lives





2 Reply

3 days ago

But their death was easier because of the jungle juice jab.
Goldennutz





Reply

2 days ago

Ministry of Truth

Ministry of Love

Ministry of Plenty

and....Ministry of Health

Juche Tony





4 Reply

3 days ago

"Six million lives" saved.  Why are mass deaths, or apparently mass life-savings, always six million?
JID





2 Reply

PREMIUM 3 days ago

Biblical numbers (e.g. six) matter.

HankLove





4 Reply

3 days ago (Edited)

the uk vaxxxed their entire military with that shit.  putin has to be laughing his ass off every time he thinks
about it.

buzzsaw99





2 2 Reply

3 days ago

Well hold on.  I have brought this point up in more stark terms than that.

However, isn't astrazeneca at least, similar to sputnik? 

 

 

 

Chargly





Reply

3 days ago

Sputnik was a backdoor deal with AZ so yes.
TRM





Reply

3 days ago

i don't know anything about sputnik so can't say.
buzzsaw99





4 2 Reply

3 days ago

Good news is most were libtards, teachers, lefties, and the hiv crowd
THEY ARE HIDING IN YOUR GOVENRMENT ARE THEY NOT





4 Reply

3 days ago

"Our efforts have been recognised by governments around the world and are widely regarded as being a
critical component of ending the global pandemic."

 

Governments around the world have been lying to their people.

moneybots





4 Reply

3 days ago

Didn't they change the definition of 'rare' around the same time as 'vaccine'?
Sky Pie





4 2 Reply

3 days ago

Rabbi 1, we will poison them by putting poison frog glands and snake glands in a burlap bag and drop it
into the drinking well .

Rabbi 2, When they come to us for help, we will poison them again.

Same old song and dance.

THEY ARE HIDING IN YOUR GOVENRMENT ARE THEY NOT





2 Reply

3 days ago

And the response will be exactly the same. Country 110 coming right up.
BigJJ





2 1 Reply

3 days ago

I pray to GOD that is the truth , and it must be because we will not survive under their rule. 
THEY ARE HIDING IN YOUR GOVENRMENT ARE THEY NOT





4 Reply

3 days ago

only after millions have been injured
Okinawa.nishihara
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